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A bill to be entitled

An act relating to workers' compensation;

amending s. 440.021, Florida Statutes, changing

e{fmiSR�f\

the types of communicatio_ns
administrat,p,R€t.���[\8,Jnding

s.

440.11(3), Florida Statutes, reiterating the

1. 2

1.3

1.4

exclusiveness of liability provisions of

workers' compensation laws; amending s. 440.13,

1.5

certain definitions and definin g ''medically

1.6

employees to be medically necessar y; requiring

1.7

13

health care providers and fac1l1ties to provide

14

certain treatment information; restricting the

1.8

and facilities; providing for a payment

1.9

18

amending s. 440.15(3) (b), (9), and (10) (b),

1.10

19

Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, changing

8

9
10
11
12

15
16
17

20
21

22

Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, transfer�in g

necessary"; reauir1ng treatment and care for

payment of services provided by such providers

schedule; abolishing an advisory committee;

employee entitlement to wage-loss benefit to

1.11

employees receiving certain retirement

benefits; providing for the effect of wage-loss

23

benefit reductions upon certain minimum

2,

compensation provisions and upon temporary

1.12

partial benefits; amending s. 440.185(2), (4),

1.13

27

certain notice of claims procedures; providing

28

for obtaining medical records; amending s.

1. 14

29

440.19, Florida Statutes, including claims for

JO

rehabilitative services within claims

25
26

31

{5), and (10), Florida Statutes, changing

procedures; providing for amended claims;
l
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1. 58

matter to the deputy comm1.ss1oner for determination pursuant
to s. 440.25(3) and (4).

1.60

Such action of the division is

exempt from the provisions of chapter 120.
Section 2.

4

1. 61

Subsection {3} 1s added to section •40.11,

Florida Statutes, to read:
440.ll
(3)

1.62

Exclusiveness of liability.--

Notwithstanding the prov1s1.ons of s. 62�._1_5_5_� the

1.63

81 liability of a carrier to an employee or to anyone entitled to
1
9 bring suit in the name of the employee shall be as provided in

1.64
1. 65

10 this chapter, which shall be exclusive and in place of all

lll other l1.ab1l1.ty.

Section 440.13, Florida Statutes, 1982

1. 66

Medical services and supplies; penalty for

1. 66

12

Section 3.

14

440.13

131 Supplement, is amended to read:

ill

16
17

1.67

violations; lim1tations.--

15

18

.{_fil

1

As used 1n this section:

l:lus
1.68

"Utilization review" means the initial evaluation

of appropriateness in terms of both the level and the quality

of health care and health services provided a patient, based

1.69

221 utilization of medical services, based on medically accepted

1.71

19

1. 70

201 on medically accepted standards. Such evaluation shall be
i
21 accomplished by means of a system which identifies the
1

2Ji standards, and which refers instances of possible
241 inappropriate utilization to the division for referral to a
251 peer review committee or other appropriate action.
26
27

1

(b)

"Peer review" means an evaluation by a peer review

committee, after utilization review, of the appropri,_at�_ness,

1. 72

1

1.73

1: lus
1. 74

28 I quality and cost of he alth care and health services provided a IL 75

291 patient, based on medically accepted standards.

30

11 I

4
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may reasonably request as part of 1� 1nvest1qat1on of a claim

f�led by an 1n7ured worker for benefits under this chapter.

Noth�ng in this subsection shall relieve the employer of its
4

respons1b1l1tv to provide custodial care by nonprofessionals

�ho are not health care provi ders, including members of the

3. 5

3.6

3.7

family of the in7ured employee, whenever the claimant reouires 13.8

assistance� perform act1v1t1es of daily living.
fil1�t

If an inJured employee objects to the medical

attendance furnished by the employer, 1t shall be �he duty of

10 1 the employer to select another physician to treat the inJured

11

employee unless a deputy commiss1oner determines that a change

121 in medical attendance is not for the best interests of the

131 inJured employee; however, a deputy commissioner may at any

ul time, for good cause shown, in the deputy commissioner's

lSI discretion, order a change in such re medial attention, care,
16

or attendance.

It shall be unlawful for any employer or

l7I representative of any insurance company or insurer to coerce

13.9

3.10

3.11

13.12

3.14

3.15

3.17

3.18

3.21

3.22

181 or attempt to coerce a sick or injured employee in the

3.23

201 remedial treatment, nursing or hospital care, or any other

13.24

191 selection of a p hysician, surgeon, or other attendant or

"I

22

service that the sick or injured employee may require; and any 13.25
employer or representative of any insurance company or insurer

231 who violates this provision is guilty of a misdemeanor of the

24 I second degree, punishable as provided in s. 775. 082 or s.
25

775.083.

The health care provider or health care facility

3.27

3.29

3.30

l:lus

261 providing services pursuant to this section shall be paid for
271 the services solely by the employer or its insurance carrier.

3.32

291 treatment or service, including treatment or service provided

3.34

28

JO

.i_!Lf3T(a)

All fees and other charges for such

by any Res���al-e�-e�he� health care provider or health care

Jl I facility, shall be limited to such charges as prevail in the
8
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(1)

The deputy commissioner may preserve and enforce

order during any such proceeding; issue subpoenas for,

adm1n1ster oaths or affirmations to, und compel the attendance

J and testi�ony of witnesses, or the production of books,

sl

12.41

12. 43
1

papers, documents, and other evidence, or the taking of

depositions before any designated 1nd1v1dual competent to
adm1n1ster oaths; examine witnesses, and do all things

3, conformable to law which may be necessary to enable him

,I

effectively to discharge the duties of his office.

111 the obtention of medical or hoso1tal records, an order of a

121 denuty comm1ss1oner entered for such purposes _sh_all be deemed
13� to be an order of a court of comoetent 7urisdiction.
'5'

16

17

18 I

Section 11.

Subsection (5} of sect::.on 440.34, Flor-ida

Statutes, is amended to read:
440.34

violations.-(5)

Attorney's fees; costs; penalty for

If any proceedings are had for review of uny

191 claim, award, or compensation order before any court, the

court may aJlow � e�-�ne�eege-�fte attorney's fee fee�, 1n its

,o I discretion, uh1ch shall ne paid as the court may d i rect.
21 !
22 I
23i
241
25
" I

27

Section 12.

Paragraphs {b),

{c),

(e),

(g), and (J) of

subsection (3) of section 440.45, Florida Statutes, are

amended to read:
440.45
(3)

Deputy commissioners; Chief Commissioner.-

The deputy commissioners shall be within the

Depart�ent of Labor and Employment Security under the

To assist the secretary 1n the

:si secretary of that depQrtment.

nl adm1nistrat1on of the deputy comm1ss1oners, there shall be

JOI created the posit1on of Chief Commissioner \1ith i n the
311 secretary's office.

12.44

12.45

12. 46

Whenever a !l:lus

10 I law reau1res an order of a court of competent 7ur 1sd1ctio_n for

14

12.42

The Chief Co�missioner shall not be
33
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12.49

12.50

12.51
I 12. 52
12.53

12.54
12.55

12.56
12.57

!12. 58

12.59
1

12. 6 0
1
12. 61

112.62

112.63

112.64
112.65
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A bill to be entitled

An act relating to workers' compensation;
3

5

amending s. 440.02(l)(d)

and

{2),

Florida

'•P<odlll:ed by
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i,;'tt 32399-0250
Serles
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Statutes, redefining "employment" and

1.3

Statutes, changing the types of commun1cations

1. 4

"volunteer"; amending s. 440.021, Florida

exempt fro m administrative procedures; amending

10

ki

s. 440.11(3), Florida Statutes, �1'\�e'\,ating :he
exclusiveness of l1.ab1�1. '{r��ns of
1
�
workers' compens �Ws, amending s. 440.13,
\
Florida S� 1982 Supplement, transferring

1.5
1.6

certain def1nit1ons and defining "medically

1. 7

employees to be medically necessary; requiring

1.8

certain treatment information; restricting the

1.9

and facil1t1es; prov1d1ng for a payment

1.10

20

amending s. 440.15(3) (b), (9), and (10) {b),

1.11

22

employee entitlement to wage-loss benefit to

1.12

12

13
14

15
1,

17

18
]Q

21

23

necessary"; requiring treatment and care for

health c are providers and facilities to provide
payment of services provided by such providers

schedule; abol1sh1ng an advisory committee;

Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, changing
employees receiving certain retirement

benefits; providing for the effect of wage-loss
benefit reductions upon certain minimum

1.13

partial benefits; providing for a reduction of

1.14

29

pension plan benefits; amending s. 440.185(2),

1.15

31

certain notice of claims procedures; providing

1.16

26
27

28

JO

compensation provisions and upon tempor ary

benefits to persons eligible for municipal
(4), and (5), Florida Statutes, changing
1
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be due pursuant to this chapter, the penalty or interest shal.l

2.21

penalty oc interest is assessed shall be given written notice

2.23

be assessed without hearing, and the party against which such
4

of such assessment and shall have the right to protest within

20 days of such notice.

Upon receipt of a timely notice of

protest and after such investigation as may be necessary, the

2.22

2.24

2.26

division shall, if it agrees with such protest, notify the

2.28

10

matter to the deputy comm1ss1oner for determination pursuant

2.30

12

exempt from the provisions of chapter 120.

9

11

13

14
15
16

17

18

191

protesting party that the assessment has been revoked. If the
J·
division does not agree with the protest, it shall refer the
to s. 440.25(3) and (4).
Section 3.

22
23

24

25

u
27

Subsection (3) is added to section 440.11,

Florida Statutes, to read:
440.11
(3)

Exclusiveness of liability.--

Notwithstanding the provisions of s. 624.155, the

liability of a carrier to an employee or to anyone entitled to

bring suit in the name of the employee shall be as provided in
this chapter, which shall be exclusive and in place of all

201 other liability.
21

Such action of the d1v1s1on 1s

2.35

2.36
2.37

2.38

As used in this section:

''Utilization review" means the initial evaluation

of appropriateness in terms of both the level and the quality

28

of health care and health services provided a patient, based

30

accomplished by means of a system which identifies the

29

2.34

Medical services and supplies; penalty for

violations; limitations.-(a)

2.33

2.38

Supplement, is amended to read:

(1)

2.32

Section 440.13, Florida Statutes, 1982

Section 4.
440.13

2.29

on medically accepted standards.

Such evaluation shall be

311 utilization of medical services, based on medically accepted
6
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2.40
2.41

2.42

2.43
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4

remedial treatment, nursing or hospital care, or any other

3.83

service that the sick or injured employee may require; and any

3.84

employer or representative of any insurance company or insurer

4.2

who violates this provision is guilty of a misdemeanor of the

second degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082 or s.

4.5

775.083.

l:lus

The health care provider or health care facility

providing services pursuant to this section shall be paid for

4.7

the services solely by the employer or its insurance carrier,

9

except for payments from third parties who have be�n

10

determined to be liable for such payment •

11

.filf3T(a)

All fees and other charges for such

4.8
4.9

12

treatment or service, including treatment or service provided

4 .10

13

by any no�p�ta±-01:"-ether health care provider or health care

l:los

l4

facility, shall be limited to such charges as prevail in the

4.13

15

state �ome-eefflfflHn*�Y for similar treatment of inJured persons

4.15

17

adopted by the division, which shall annually incorporate�

4.17

18

schedule schedH�e9 of maximum reimbursement allowances

l:los

19

ehor9e� for such treatment or service as determined by a

4.21

20

three-member panel, consisting of the Secretary of Labor and

21

Employment Security, the Insurance Commissioner, and the state

4.22

22

medical consultant of the Division of Workers• Compensation.

4.23

23

The schedule shall have statewide application and 'shall be

l:lus

24

uniform throughout the state.

4.26

25

provider shall be paid either his usual ana-e�9�emary charge

4.27

26

for a treatment or service or the maximum reimbursement

4.30

27

allowance eha�9e, whichever is less.

l:lus

28

prevailing charges for the schedule, the panel shall first

29

approve the body of medical and hospital data which it finds

4.32

representative of charges for such treatment.

4.33

31
30

1·

An individual health care

In determining the

Using the

approved body of data when arrayed, the panel shall establish
11
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depositions before any designated individual competent to

14. 48

2 administer oaths; examine witnesses, and do all things

14.49

conformable to law which may be necessary to enable him
4 effec ti ve ly to d 1scharge the du t1 es of his off ice.

Whenever a

5

law recm1 res an order of a court of comEetent jurisdiction for

6

the obtent1.on of medical or hos:ei tal records, an order of a

8

9
10

deputy commissioner entered for such eur:eoses shall be deemed

14.52

14. 53

to be an order of a court of com:eetent JUr1sd1ct1on.
Section 12.

Subsection (5) of section 440.34, Florida

14.54

Statutes, 1s amended to cead:
440.34

11

Attorney•s fees; costs; penalty for

13

(5)

14.55
14. 56

12 violations.-If any proceedings are had for review of any

14

claim, award, or compensation order before any court, the

15

court �ay award the in7ured employee or dependent an

16

attornev's fee to be paid by the emoloyer or carrier allew-ef

18

be paid as the court may direct.

14.57
14.58
14. 59
14.61

Subsection (5) of section 440.38, Florida

Sect ion 13.
20

1: lus

Statutes, 1982 Supplement, is amended to read:

21

440.38

22

and self-insurers.--

23

( 5)

Security for compensation; insurance carriers

All insurance carriers authorized to write

14. 62
14. 63
14. 63
14.66

workers' co�pensation insurance in this state shall make

24
15 1

available, at the written request e��½e� of the employer, an

14. 68

26

insurance policy containing a coinsurance provision which

14.70

27

shall bind the carrier to pay 80 percent, and the employer to
pay 20 percent, of the benefits due to an employee for an

�I

1nJury compensable under this chapter, up to the amount of
$2,500 or $5,000.

One hundred percent of the medical benefits

311 above $2,500 or $5,000, as the case may be, due to an employee
39
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A bill to be entitled

2

4

a

s. 440.11(3), Florida Statutes, reiterating the

1.5

workers' compensation laws; amending s. 440.13,

1.6

certain def1n1t1ons and defining "medically

1.7

employees to be medically necessary; requiring

1.8

certain treatment information; restricting the

1.9

and facilities; providing for a payment

1.10

amending s. 440.15(3) (b), (9), and (10) (b),

1.ll

employee entitlement to wage-loss benefit to

1.12

exempt from adm1n1strat1ve procedures; amending
exclusiveness of liab1l1ty prov1s1ons of

Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, transferring

12

necessary''; requiring treatment and care for

13
14

health care providers and facilities to provide

15
16
17

payment of services provided by such providers

I

© © rP .tll

schedule; abolishing an advisory committee;

20
reproduced bf
FLORIDA ST"TE -'RCH�
1
DEPARTMENT OF STATE ,
R A GRAY BUILDING
�
Tallahassee, FL 32399-02.sd

(

HB

1'2

17)

employment" and

1.4

II

1'CB \ � , )_ '-l

1.3

11

Statutes, changing the types of communications

10

Czirton

Statutes, redefining

6

9

I�

1.2

"volunteer"; amending s. 440.021, Florida

5

Sntes

An act relating to workers• compensation;

amending s. 440.02(1) (c) and (2) (d), Florida

3

l:btc

Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, changing
employees receiving certain retirement

b

benefits; providing for the effect of wage-loss

24
25

benefit reductions upon certain minimum

1.13

partial benefits; amending s. 440.185(2), (4),

1.14

notice of claims procedures; providing for

1.15

Florida Statutes, including claims for

'11.16

compensation provisions and upon temporary

26
27

and (5), Florida Statutes, changing certain

2e:
29

obtaining medical records; amending s. 440.19,

30
31

1
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reportei:s, Je:so�.s p:e"Ja.r::.ng ti_a_nscr1:..2_!� or and clerks of
courts of this st�te for l1�e serv1c�s.

ii

Section 11.

Subsection (1) of section 440.33, Florida

Statutes, 1s amended to re�d:

'

44J.33

and testimony of w1tnesse3, or the production of books,

101 papers, documents, anLl other evidence, or the taking of

depos::.t1ons before any des1gn�ted 1nd1?1dual competent to

11

121

�,l

13

1

14.4 7
14.48

14. 49

The dep�ty comm1ss:oner may preserve and enforce

ad�1n13ter oatns or aff1rrr�t::.o�s to, and compel the attendance

81

14. 46

?o�e:s of jep�t; conrn1ss::.one:s.--

1\ order dur1�g any such proceeding; issue subpoenas for,
(1)

14.45

I

14. so

14. 51

114.52

14. 53

14.54

adm1�1ster o�t�s; ex�m::.�e w::.tnesses, a�d do all tj:ngs

conformaole to law which nay be necessar� to enable him
effect1.ve1:_, to discharge tne duties of his of:!:1.ce.

1, I
lo

Whenev_e_r � [l:lus

law re�J1res a� order of a court of competent Jurisdiction for
the obtc�t1on of ned1cal o= �os91tal records, an order of a

deouty comrn1ss1one= �ntered for sJc� nurooses shall be deened
to be an order of a court of competent 7ur1sd1ct1on.

17

Sect::.0:1 12.

18
191
20

21 I

,, I

..

, -1

2J

.,

251

2, I
27

281
291

:'.1

14.57

S�b3ection (5) of section 440.34, Florida

Statutes, 1s a�cnded tc read
440.34

violations.->;
IC,

Attor�ey 1 s :ees; costs; penalty for

14 .58

i,

If a�y proceed1�gs are had for review of any

claim, award, or co�pensat10� order before any court, the
court may award the 1nJured �m?loyee or dependent an

attor�ey's :�e to be paid bv the emp�q_:::ei;__oi;:_c�rr1er a��ew-e�
��ereaee-the-ee�e��e�L9-feee, 1n its d1scret1on, wh1cn shall
be paid as the court may d1:cc�.
Section 13.

Suosect1on (5) of section 440.38, Florida

Statutes, 1982 Su?plement, 1s amended to read:
39
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114.60

\14.61

14.62

14. 63
14. 64
14. 66

114. 67

114.68
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SENATE
State of Florida

FIFTEENTH REGULAR SESSION
UNDER THE CONSTITUTION AS REVISED IN 1968
APRIL 5 THROUGH JUNE 13, 1983

750

JOURNAL OF THE SENATE

(2) Any retired Justice of the Supreme Court or retired JUd�e of a dis
tnct court of appeal or circmt or county court a.ss1gned to temporary
duty i!ld!. •t Jl:¼die1al ■ef' 1ee in any of said courts, pUr!luant to Art V of the
State Constttutton, shall be compensated as follow!
(a)ffi Any such justice or Judge .shall be paid $100 for each day or
portwn of a day that such justice or jud1e 1s us1gned to temporary duty
ad,t eJt1Eheutl !erv1ee

(b) � Necessary travel expense mc1dent to the performance of duties
required by assignment of such Justice or 1udge to temporary duty aet+ve
Jtldtetal ser,iee shall be paid by the state m accordance with the provi
sions of s 1 12 061
(c)f&t If any judge becomes 70 durmg hts term of office, the Chief
Justice may appoint that Judge to a temporary duty � for the
remamder of that term at full !!alary, which !!alary !!hall be funded from
the c1rcmt Judges' !lalary account
(d) (-4} Payments required under this section !!hall be made from
moneys to be appropriated for thi!! purpose

(Renumber sub!lequent sect10n )
Senator Gersten moved the followm g amendment which was adopted
Am endment 3-ln title, on page 1, hne 10, after "Adm1m!ltrat1on,"
msert: amendmg s. 38 10, Florida Statutes, relatmg to d1squahfication
of a Judge for pre1ud1ce,
Senator Langley moved the following amendment which was adopted
Amendment 4-ln title, on page 1, hne 10, after the semicolon (,)
msert amendmg !I 25 073, Florida Statutes, providing a defmit10n,
On motion by Senator Scott, by two-thirds vote HB 473 as n.mended
wat> read the third time by title, pas,ed and certified to the House The
vote on passage was
Yeas-33
Barron
Beard
Ca,:;tor
Childers,
Childers,
Cra,\-ford
Dunn
Fo,
Frank

D

w

D

Gersten
Gordon
Grant
Gnzzle
Henderson
Hill
Jenne
Jennings
,Johnston

Langley
Malchon
Mann
Maxwell
McPherson
Meek
Myers
Neal
Plummer

Hair

Wemstem

Rehm
Scott
Stuart
Thomas
Thurman
Vogt

Nays-.J
Carlucci

Vote after roll cnll
Yea-Girardeau
Cons1derat1on of SB 249 wa5 deferred
On motion by Senator Thomas, by two-thirds \- oteHB 1 277-A bill to be entitled An act re!atmg to workers' compen,;a
thm, amending s 440 02 l l ) l c ) and t2)(d), Florida Stati1tes, redefining
''emp !o) ment" and �volunteer", amendmg s 440 O�l, Flonda Statute..,,
changing the types of commu111cat1ons exempt from admm1strative pro
cniure1:,, amend mg s 440 1 1 ( 3) , Flonda Statutes, relteratmg the e"<clu
,;;1veness of habil1ty prm 1s1ons of workers' compensat10n laws, amending
s 440 13, Flonda Statutes, 1982 Supplement, transfernng certam defm1t1uns and defining "med1.callv nece.,::-ary", reqmrmg treatment and care
for employees to be medically necessary, requmng health care providers
and far1 lit1es to provtde cert.on treatment mformat10n; restnctmg the
Pil..,, ment uf services provided by such providers and fac1ht 1es, prov1dmg
fur a pay ment ,;chedule, aboltshmg an ad\-isory committ:Re, amending �
440 15{J)(b) OJ), and (lO){b), Fhmd.-1 Statutes, 198� Supplement, chang
mg employee entitlement tu wage- lot>s benefit to employee� rece1vmg cer
L-u n retirement benefits, pruv1dmg for the effect of wage-loss benefit
reduction� upon c.erUun m1rnmum t ompt:nsat1on prov1<;1ons and upun
tem porary partial benf'fl ts, amending s 440 185{2 ) , (4 ) , and (5), F\onda
Statu tf''>, changmg certam notice of cla1m5 proc.edures, prov1rlmg fur
ohtairnng medical rec ords, amendmg <; 440 19, Flonda Statutes, mcluri
mg claims for rehabilitative ,;nv 1ce,; w1thm claim,; procedures, prm 1dmg
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for amended claims; amending s 440 20(7), (9), (12), and (13)(c), Florida
Statutes, changmg late compensation payment penaltte!I, changing the
persons who may approve certain advance payment!!, authorizmi lump
sum future medical expense payment!! under certain circumstances; pro
v1dmg for certain report!! of lump !!Um !lettlements, mcreasmg the dis
count factor of lump sum payments, amending !I 440 25(3) (b) and (d) and
(4)(b), Flonda Statutes, tramferring certain claim!'! duties to the Chief
Comm1S!l10ner; changing provl!llons relatmg to claims CO!t!I of md1gent.s;
amending s. 4-40 29(2), Florida Statutes, changing procedures relatmg to
the reporting of hearings; amendini s 44.0 33(1), Florida Statute!!, prov1d
mg the effect of certam orders of deputy comm1Mioners, amendmg !I
440 34(5), Florida Statutes, clanfying jud1c1al authority to award attor
ney'!! fees on appeal, amendmg !I «0.38(5), Flonda Statutes, 1982 Sup
plement, deleting a restriction upon the is!luance of policies not contain
mg a comsurance prov1s1on; amending s. -440 39(3)(a), Florida Statutes,
1mposmg a pro rata share of certam cost, upon employers and carr1en
recovering from third party payments, amending !I 440 45(3)(b), (c) . (e),
(g) , and (JJ, Florida Statutes, providing for recommendations of removal
of deputy comm1ss1oners from office, ainendmg: s -440 -49(l) (b) and (e)
and (2) (c) and (f), Florida Statutes, authonzmg the D1vis1on of Workers'
Compensation to approve rehabihtat10n service providers used by earn
er,, prov1dmg standards and exceptions; providing fees for certam hstmjl,
providing for cert.am employer reimbursement with respect to habihty for
cert.am permanent inJunes, amendmg s 440 57( 1), Florida Statutes,
mcreasmg the maximum liab1hty for employer partlClpant!I under habil1ty pooling agreements, repealmg !I 440 02(19), Flonda Statute!!, which
defines "registered maii", repealmg s -440 56(7), Florida Statutes, which
provides for n. full-time admm1strator of industrial !lafety, providmg an
effective date
-was read the second time by title
The Committee on Commerce recommended the following amend
ment!! which were moved by Senator Thomas and adopted·
Amendment 1 -0n page 17, !me 25, after the penod ( ) insert· It
sha ll also be the burdtn of tht employee to show that his mabthty to
obtain employment or to eam as much as ht earned at the time of hu
industrial accident, is due to physical hmitatwn related to his accident
and not because of economtc conditwns or the unavmlab1l1ty of
employmt-nt
Amendment 2-0n page 19, between Imes 14 and 15, msert
(4)

TEMPORARY PARTIAL DISABILITY -

{-.) In case of temporary partial d1sabllity, benefits !!hall be based on
actual wage loss and shall not be sub1ect to the mm1mum compensation
rate set forth m , -440 12 (2) It shall also bt the burden of the employee
to 5how that ht5 inability to ubtmn employment or to earn as mu.ch as he
earned at tht time of his industrial accident, u dut to physical l1m1ta
t 111n related to his accident and not becaust of economic conditwns or
th, unai•mlabtlity of employment The compensation shnll be equal to 95
perl ent of the difference between 85 percent of the employee's av erage
wee kl }' wage and the salary, wages, and other remuneratton the employee
1.s able to earn, as compared on a weekly basis, however, the weekly
wage -lo�s benefits shall not exceed an amount equal to 66i/, percent of
the employee's a\-erage weekly wage at the time of mJury. In order to sim
plify the comparison of the premJury averate wtekly wage with the
salnry, wages, and other remuneration the employee 1s able to earn , the
d1v1s10n may bv rule provide for the modification of the weekly compan�
son so as to comc1de as closely as possible with the mJured worker's pay
penods
fb) The amount determmed to be the salary, wages, and other remu
nf'rntJ0n the employee 1s able to earn <;hall m no case be less than the sum
act ually bemg earned by the employee, mcludmg eammgs from sheltered
empluyment In the event the employee voluntarily hmit.s his mcome or
fa ils to accept employment commensurate with his ab1ht1es, the salary,
"" ages, and other remunerat10n the employee 1s able to earn shall be
dr emed to be the amount which would have been earned i f the employee
d id not limit his mcome or nccepted appropriate employment Whenever
a wage -loss benefit as set forth m paragraph (a) may be payable, the
bur den shall be on the employee to establi'>h that any wage loss claimed
is t he rf',;ult of the compensable mJury
l e) �uch benefits shall be patd dunng the continuance of such disab1l1ty, not to exceed a period of 5 years
A m e ndment 3-0n page 39, between Imes 22 and 23, msert
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l '} I II the cl,1 1 mant ...Jw uld pre\ a1l 1 n dn)' proreedi ng<; before a dt• put,
t u mm 1sswner or ( 11mt, tht re shall be ta\.eJ aga tn<:;t the empluver tht rt.,l
son,1hle c<,<.b of 'itlch prut ecdmgc;, not to mcl ude t he d ttorney's fee-. of the
clai mant A clannant c;h.d ! he respon'>1hle tor the p.-1yment of hh tiwn
attorney 's fe ec;, e\cept thdt a t Lurnant shall be entitled to re.._<,ver ,J. rea 
sot1<1lde El tturney .., fee from a c<1rner or empluj- er
( a ) .\gcim<, t v. hum he -.,ncce-.,-., fullv a"�ert,, .t claim !or med ical henet tt:,
only if t he da1m,mt ha" nnt filed o� 1s not ent itled to file dt �uch tune a
claun for d1c,a bil1tv, per tn,ment im pamnent, Wllge�lo�..,, or dea t h benelih
anc;rng out of the "ame acudent, or
( b ) In cuc;e.., ½h ere the dep1ily conrn1 1ssHnwr 1ssw·s an order f l l l rlrng
t hdt J. Cdmer ha.., ,1cted rn had l,uth \\ Ith re,;c1 rd to han d l mg an lllJ I Hed
worker's cla i m anrl the 111Jured worker ha.., ..,uffc red eco1wmir Ins<; Fur the
pu rp(l�e:,, ul t h 1.., paragrd ph, "bad fai th� mean� condud by the carnrr lll
the handlmi of a rla1m \1, luch amuunh to frdud, m,d 1ce, oppresc,io 11, 1 1 r
w1llf1 1 I , w,mton, or rec kle,;s d1sreg"ard uf t h e rights o f t he cl.u mant &. ny
determ1nat 1CJn of had fa ith shall be made by the deputv com m1,;-, 1<>ner
t h rough a �epardte fact-finding proceeding Th e dPputy co >n m i , , 1 ona
�hall 1 �,w a ,, epara te ordrr wh llh shall P\ pre,\ly statP the \f!CCtflt Jrnd·
1 nJ.!, of fa l l upon 11. h1ch /he det crminatwn of bad fa i t h Vi ba�t'd, or
( c ) In a proceed ing where a c arner ur employer demes th.'lt an 1n1ury
()CCurred for which compen<;at1on benefi t<; arc paydble , and the cla1 ma11t
pre-. ails on the 1s..,ue of c ompen'->ah1l1tv
In the s1tuatwn.<. ..,!'t forth m paragraph (b), the payment of '>t1ch at lor"
ney's fees; sha!l nnt be reco uped, directly or indirect!) , bJ any ea rner m
the rate base, the premium, or any rate fi lmg
Amendment 4 - 0n page 5 between Imes 27 and 28, 111,;;crt
(7 J(a) The term Mcarner" means an} person or funrl authoriud u nrler
s 440 38 to msure under this chapt er and includes se!f -msur!'rs
lL)

The term "self-msurer" means

Any employer who has secured payment of compensatwn pur..,uant
to s; 440 38( l )(b) or (6) a,; an mdn, idual self-ws.urer,
2 AnJ emplover who has secured pa} ment of com pensation thro ugh
a group s;elf-msurn pursuant to .s 440 f°> 7, or
8

Any group ,;;elf-msurer established pursuant to s 4 40 57

<; 366 n2, thal h a ,
a " 'umed by contract t h e liab1lttws of contractor<; o r subcnntra c t or� pur·
qw nt to � 44() 57!

4

A publu: uti /rty a\ defined in "' 364 02 or

Am endment 5-0n page 35, between !mes 1 5 and 16, 1mert
(d I When an application for an advance payment 111 e>,.cess of $2,000
is opposed by the employer or carr ier, 1t shall be heard by .11. dc·puty com
m1ssumer after gl\ 111g the interested parties not less than 10 days' nnt1ce
of "iuch hearmg by mail, unless such notice 1s waived In his discretion,
the deputy comm1<:s1oner may have an investigat10n of the matter made
by the Rehab1htat1on Sect10n of the d1v1510n, m which e...ent the report
l'!.nd recom mendation of said section will be deemed a p.11.rt of the record
(If the proceedings If the deputy commissioner fi nds that such advance
payment 1s fo r the best interests of the person entitled t o compensatJ<1n,
will not me1terially pre1ud1ce the· rights of the employer and cnmer, and
1s reasonable under the circumstances of the case, he may order the same
paid Provided, hot£'eutr, in no event shall any such a doance payment
under this paragraph be granted for a perwd rn e:i.Ct'is of $7, .500 or
twenty-six (26) weeks of beneflls in any forty·t1ght (48) month period,
whichever 1s greater, from the date of tht last advance payment
Am�ndment 6-0n page 52, between !mes 2 and 3, msert
Section 18
440 57 1

Section 440.571, Floridn Statutes, JS cren ted to read

SI!.!/ lnsur�d Public Ut ilities

A self m'lured public utility as authorized by & 440 :�S(b) may assume
by contract the hab1Iities under this chapter of contractors and subcon
tractors, or each of them, employed by or on behalf of such public ut1l1ty
when performing work on or adJat ent to property owned or used by lhe
public utility
(Renumber subsequent s�ct1ons)
A m endment 7-0n page 41, b�tween Imes 2 and 3, msert
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SeL twn 1 1 Sub,ectton ( 1 1 t>I -,ectrnn 440 :18, Flunda --;1c1tute-., i<;
1 mt.nded to r!'ad
4--lO :rn Se<-urtty
�elf rn-,urer.., -

fpr

f'ompen..,at1on

l!1<;Ufall lC

Cdrr1er�

cllld

( I ) f.:very emplover shctll sernre the pay m e n t nt cumµe n-,,i twn under
t h 1� lhapter
Id Rv en tering into a crmtruct wi th u public ut1/1ty under o n
,, ppr,u-ed ulil1 t) prot•tded " lf-ln\taed prof.!ra '11 n � , e t forth Ill � 44U 5 7 J
1n eff,'L I a, u/ Ju l-, I , J98J The d1c1�wn , li a l l udupt ru le\ to tmplemt'flt
t li 1 � parnf.!raph
1 Renumber sub-.cq uent s;e( tions )
A m e n d m e n t 8-0n pdge 1 1 , ltne<; 2 1 ,1 1, am! 0n pdgt" 1 2 Imes 1 �.::,
�trike all ( , f ..,a1d lines
Amendment 9-0n pdge 1 1 , l i ne 21, i nsert
r ./!t-.Hi al All fees and other charges tor sut h tre...1t nient or service,
1nclud 1ng treatment nr service pruvided bv any hnsp1t.Jl or othtr health
care pro\ r<ler, shall be limited to such cha rges as prevai l m the >late �
emttffi1Httiy for s;1m i l.n treatment ot trlJU red per,(ms ef-ttke----&t-ttt�f
I� .'.m d .:;hall be ..,ubJ ec t to rules ,idopted by the d 1v1s1un, wh ich "hall
,rn nuall'r incorpora t e a scht>dulc &..•� of ma.'\1mum rPwtbt, nemcn/
u l/011 ance, e� fur such treat ment or ::,erv1ce d"i determ11 1ed bv a
t hre!'•memhN panel , conc,1s;t mg of U,e �! rretsry-Bf----b.ahttr-----ftAfl- �
�'w-ettrtt-y, the ln::,ura n<..e Comm1s,wner a n d t u o mem ber� t u b t
apporn tcd b y the Got1crnor, m b;ed to confirmation b) the Senate, unf'
membl'r who on acu,unt nf prei•wu � vor a t wn, employment, or afftlrn
twn ,hall be cla� ,if1 ed a , a repre�c11 tat1ce of emp/n\ er�·, 1hr othPr
member whu on acc oun t o/ prei•1om vou 1 tron, t>mploymrnt, or af/tlw
l wn, ,hall br c /a�Hf1ed G\ a repre ,rntatwe of rmpluyee,, ai"\d t1,e Dff'Jle
l'l+ef.i.t+al lgi"l'li!tar<tt gf t/tt� DILL I A- ef H'w h,.1' Comp 1st'ltta"I Th e
'>l hcdull' �hall have statewide applicability a n d shall be uniform
t h mu,-:/i nu t the �tale An md1.,.1 dual heal th care provider shall be paid
e1 thl"r h1<. U'iual 8i'I � charge for a treatment or service or the
m a,..1mum rc i mbunemenl allowan<·e �. wh1( hever t 'i le'is In detcr
m1ntn!{ the prci>m/ing charges for the �chedu le, the panel ,, hall f1r , t
apprut'C' t h e bnd., of medical a n d h11 1p1tal data which lt find� represpn { ·
atH•e of rhar/iL' � for �uch t reatment G\ m,-: th£ apprm1ed body of da ta
u hen arrayed, the panel \hall e,·i abli\h a purcn tilc upon which a
,chedu /e of ma umum re imbursemen t u·tll he ca lu.lated In esta blr �h in g
t h e ma r1mum rctm bursemcnt \ChPdulf:', t h e panel ,, hall con,tdtr the
fnl/ou 1n,-:
Tht u,ual remuneration for \eruice or treatment,
2

Impact upon cost to employers,, and

3

Impact upon co�t to the health care �y�tcm

(bJ There 1,; crea ted an adv isory committee to aid and a%1st the
panel �eAt ef J�aber e:ad J<:m(:ll8)l'l'ICPlt Seem:rt) m detnmintng
adti(:lt1".i:- schedules of maximum charges for hospital treatment and ser
\'1ces pa;, able t hrough worker<;' compensation benefits to be appomted by
and serve at the pleasure of the In�urance Commisswner Seereta:ry r:if
babera1 d EPr (:lie_,raeri$ See.mty
The Presid ent presiding
Amendment 1 0 -0n page 19, Imes 1 5-3 1 , on page 20, Imes 1-Jl, on
page 2 1 , Imes 1 and 2, strike nil of ,;;aid lmes and msert
(9) EMPLOYEE ELIGIBLE FOR BENEFITS UNDER THIS
C HAPTER AND FEDERAL OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABIL
ITY INSURANCE ACT (al W eekly compensation benefits payable under this chapter for d1s
abtl1ty resultmg from tnJUrtes to an employee who becomes ehgihle for
benef1G under 42 U S C s 423 shnll be reduced to an amount whereby
the sum of such compensat10n benefits payable under this chapter and
such total benefits otherwise payable for such period to the employee and
his dependents, had such employee not been entitled to benefits under
this ch.11.pter, und er 42 U S.C S!!. 423 and 402, does not exceed 80 percent
rif the employee's average weekly wage However, this prov1s10n shall not
operate to reduce an mJured worker's benefits under this chapter to a
greater extent than t hey would hnve otherwise been reduced under 42
U S C s 424(a) This reduction of compensation benefits shnll not be
apphcablt to MY compensation benefits payable for any week subse 
quent to the week m which the m1ured worker reaches the age of 62 years

'
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(b) If the prov1s10ns of 42 U S C s 424(1'1.) are amended to provide for
a reductlon or mcrease of the percenta�e of averl'lge current earnings that
the sum of compensation benefits payable under this chapter and the
benefits payable under 42 U.S C s 423 and s 402 can equal, the amount
of the reduct10n of benefits provided m this subsectwn shall be redu ced
or mcrensed accordmgly
(c) No d1sab1!tty compensat10n benefits paynble for any week, includ
ing those benefits provided by para�rl'l.ph ( l )(e), shall be reduced pursu
ant to this subsect10n unti l the Social Security Admm1strat10n deter
mmes the amount otherwtse p.11.yable to the employee under 42 U S C ss
423 and 402 and the employee has begun rece1v1ng such '>ocial secunty
benefit payments The employee shall, upon demand by the d1v1s1on, the
employer, or the earner, authorize the Social Security Adm1mstration to
release d lst1.b1hty information relating to him and authorize the D1v1c;10n
of Employment Security to release unemployment compensation infor
mation relating to him, in accordance with rules to be promulgated by the
div ision prescnbmg the procedure and manner for requesting the autho
rization and for comphance by the em ployee Neither th e d1v iston nor the
employer or earner shall make any payment of benefits for tottl.l d1sab1l1ty or those additional benefits provided by paragraph ( l ) (e) fnr anv
period during which the employee w1llfully fails or refuses to au thonze
the release of mformat10n m the mn.nner and w1thm the time presi.::nbed
by said rules The .iuthonty for release of d1sab1hty information granted
by an em ployee under this paragraph shall be effective for a per10d not to
exceed 12 monthc;, such authority to be renew,1 ble as the d1v1sion may
prescribe by rule
Senator Thomas moved the following amendment which wa5 adopte d
Amendment 1 1-0n p,1ge 52, line 6, stnke "October 1 , 198:r• and
msert upon becnmmg law
The l'omm1tke on Comme rce rewmmended the follov. tng amend 
ment<; which were moved by Senator Thomas and adopted
A m endment 1 2-ln title, on page l, !me:, 18 and 19, stnke "pruv 1d·
mg for a payment .schedule"
Amendment 1 3-In t ttle, on page 1, hne 2 1 , after " 1 982 Supple
ment," msert: l"limmatmg certain unavaliab1lity of employment as a
facttir m wage •lo'>S ca lculat ions;
Am endment 1 4 -In title, on p•ge 1, !me 27, after �bent"ht,;,"
tnsert lim1tmg, appl1cabtlttv of benefits for temporary partial d1<..1 b1li
t,
Amendment 1 5 -In title, on pii.ge 2, \me 20, after F lorida Statu tes,"
i nsert requmng certain <>rilers of deputy comm1ss10nen-,
Amend ment 1 6-In ttt!e on page 39, stnke all of ] me-, 19 and '.W and
m;.ert
Sedwn 12 :Section (3} and 15) of -.ect10n 440 :34, Fl,mda Statu l ee>, .ire
c1 mended to read
On Ill( lt1on h)' Senator Thomas, bv two-t hird5 \.ote HB 1. �77 3'\
amenrkrl wa:, r!":i.d the third t ime hy title, p.-1,<;<;ed and tert1bed to the
Huu:-.e '[ he \. 1 1tt- 1) ll JM'\sage was
): eac;,-JG
Barron
Ih ,mJ
L'arlucct
C'ahl(lf
Ch ildPr'>, D
Chilrlt'T', w D
\rawford
Dunn
Fo"

Frank
{ ; c rsten
( , i rarde,iu
G rant
l ;nnle
Hair
Hill
,Jenne
lenmng'>

.Johnston
K1rkpatrwk
Langley
M.1\chon
Margolis
Maxwell
McPherc;.011
Meek
M yers

NP.ti
P l 1 1 mmer
Rehm
s( ott
S l 11art
Thomas
'l'h L1rman
Vogt
Wemc;te i n

On mnt 10n b)' :-Oenatnr L.-1.ngley, t h e Senate recon'>1dered the v"t e hy
\<;htch l 'S tor :-:; B i'\29 as 1 mended p.1�c,ed this da)'
Pu1d 1ng f1 1rtb(•r ( on�1dt' r.i t tllTI \1f L'S for SR �'.29 a'- dmend!:'d, , ,n m, , • 1 , ,n
h\ S1·11 <1 tor Langlt"V, th,:, rul,,., v. l're w,uvcd and by tv.o•third<; vot e 1 [ B 71:Jq
wa'> w 1 t hd rav.n I rum lhe < ' nmm1ltPt- on ,Tud ir1.-1.ry-Cl\·1l
Un m, ,t 1(ln \J\ �L na!tir L1 n1;lev-
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HB 769-A bill to be entitled An act relating to custody 11.nd s upport
of children; &mendmg s 61 13( 2)(b), Florida Statute,, 1982 S upple ment
providing that the court, m a d tssolutlOn proceedmg, shall consider evi:
dence of spouse &buse as evidence of detriment to a child; pruv1d1ni:: di,.
cret1onary authonty for the award of so le parental respons1b1hty in the
event of spouse abuse, renumbermg s 61 13(4), (5), Florida Statutes, 1932
Supplement, and addmg ll. new subsectlOn (,4,) to s.ud section, requnini
the custod 1,1J parent to give the noncustodial parent certain notice of any
intended move removing the child more than 150 miles fro m the re,;i
dence occupied by the family prior to separat10n or d1ssolut1on, providmi
fur court action where the parties cannot agree concernmg the removal uf
the child; pruv1dmg factors for the court to consider, prov1dmg for seve r
ab1lity, prov1d1ng an effective date
-a compamon measure, was substituted for CS for SB 829 and re ad
the second time by title.
Senators Langley and Johnston offered the followmg amendm ents
which were moved by Senator LAngley and adopted
Am endment 1-0n page 1, l me 25, stnke everything after the enact•
1ng clause and msert
Section l Paragraph (b) of subsect10n (2) of section 6 1 1:1, Florida
Statutes, 1 982 Supplement, 1s amended, &nd present subseGtwns (4) and
l5) of said sect10n are renumbered as subsections (5) and (6) &nd a new
<,ubsec tmn ( 4 ) ts added to said section to read
G l 13 Cuc;tndy and ,;upport of chLidren, v1sltat1on rtghts, power of
court m mnking order::; (2)

I h ) t The court c;hall determme a l l matters relating t o cu;.tndy o f each
mmor chtld of t he parties as a part of &ny proceeding under this chn.pter
1n accorda1Ke \\ tth the best mt erests uf the child and m accorrlance with
t he Uni form Child Cu,tody Junsd1ct1on Act It 1s t he pubilc policy of this
,t.1te to a,;'-11re each mmor child frequent and contmumg contact with
buth parenb after the parents have separated or d1o;soh ed their marrn1ge
.1.nd to encourage parents to share the nghts and respons1b1li ties of chtl·
d reanng Upon cu n.:;idering all relevant fac tors , lhe father nf the child
:-.hall be glven the same cons1der.1tton as the mother m determ 1mng cus•
todv w1thuut regard tn t he age nf the child
2 The co urt c;hall order that the pan�ntal respons tbil tty for a minor
duld be ;,h.ired by both parenL,; unless t he court fmds t hat ;,bared paren•
t,il rec;,pon.,i\nhty wt,uld be detrimental to the child If the cc1urt deter•
m i nes th.1.t ::;hared parental respons1bil 1tv would be detrimental to the
t h dd, the comt may order so le parental respons1b1\ity ff thr r nurt find�
that ,·prJU<;e a/m<;e ha, occurred between the pnrl!P� and that rnch con
du e t ha, bo!en detnnwntal to the child, tht court may award sole paren ·
Inf re,prin,1 /->i /1 tY [() 1 Ji,, abu ,f'd ,pou ,e, and make ,uc li arrangemen t , for
11r-rta t11111 a <; u i ll bf',/ protet t th t child and abu<;ed ,·pou ,e from further
harm
a �s hared p.iren t.il re'l pon'-1htlity" means that both parents retain
fu l l pare nt,l l m(ht'> .1nd respun::;ib11Lt1e <. with respect to their child and
requires hoth parents to confer so that mo.Jor decisions affecting the we\·
t.:ire ol the child will be determ ined Jomtly In ordenng shared parental
rt'<.,pon,ilH lil \ , the t nnrt may cnn�ider the exp ressed desi res; of the pnr·
rnt.s an<l nm\ grant tu (Ille partv the ulti mate responsib1hty over specific
1-.pelts of the t..h ild ., welfare or mdy d ivide t hose aspects between lhe
p,uttec; b,herl on the best interest'- ot the child When it appears to the
, uurt h> l JP 111 the be;. t mtere,;\:-. of the child, the court m,1y orde r or the
p <1rt1es tn d \ ,H(ree h(m any c;,uc h respunsihd1t} will be div ided ::Ouch areas
of rec;pun'-lbditv ma\ inclu de pn man physical re'>1dence, edm.ition , med ·
ll al and dL•ntdi' care, and any ot her �espunslh1\it1e<; which the court finds
un ique to .i part 1ud,1r lam 1lv .rnd/or 1 11 the be,;t mterest,; of t he child
b ' ':Joie 11 arental rtcsponc;1hi\1 ty" means that respons1h1hty for th�
minor chdd 1-. gwen to one p,trcnt by thl• cciurt, with or wi thout nght.5 °
v1'>1 tat10n to the uthet pare n t
c The court m a \ .-1 ,vard l h P grandp,irents v1<;1\.1 t wn nght" o f a m11111r
L h l ld i t 1t l'> deemed b'v the court t0 he 1n the chtld\ best 1nte rec;,t Gr.ind·
parenh -.full have \pg,1\ standrng to seek Jlid1c1al enforcemen t of '\LLch an
,t\�ard Nnt hmg rn th1'> c;ect1on shall be tnnstrued to requne thAt grand·
p.i rent'- lw m c1. dP r.nt lPS l )f given notice of d1,;solut 1on plead in gs or pro�
ta nt:s
1 ee<l 1t1 '-''> , 11,i• �h.1 1 1 -.uch grand p,irenh have legal '>l,1nd1ng d'i urun tes
l Tl
,1-. dett:lf' , l 1 1 1 � Gl l .l\lG No co 1 1 rt <;hall < ,rder that a child be kept with
t h, �t.1\c 11r 1uris<lil t Hm of Hw t nu rt "ulel } fur the purpo-.e ot pernutt ing
v 1 , ll.i! l l0n ll\ the gr,i 11dp,Helll'-
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DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND EMPWYMENT SECURITY Serles
Office of the Deputy Secretary for Workers' Compensation

I

C .,,�ti

Mr. Wyatt Martin
Staff Director
House Commerce Committee
Room 322, The Capitol
Tallahassee, Florida 32301
Dear Mr. Martin:

Attached are two proposals submitted by the w. c. Advisory
Council (Ref. CH 440.44 F. S.) in response to the request
from Mr. Fred Tygart, Chairman of the Advisory Committee to
Insurance/Commerce and Workers' Compensation Committee.
Proposal #8 from the Advisory Council is identical to the
proposal #8 (draft) submitted by the Department of Labor
and Employment Security with the exception of the composition
of the 3-member panel (Ref. CH 440.13, F.S.). The Department
of Labor and Employment Security has not taken a position on
proposal #32(a).
Sincerely,

?14�
·Afke Hale, Chairman

W. C. Advisory Council

MH:gm
Attachments

1321 Executive Center DriYe, 200 A.hley Building, Tallahassee, Florida, Phone (904) -488-5681

... ':'1' '<;'

Submitted By: W.C. Division
Subject: Medical Servic
Statutory Reference:_4_4�0�-�1�3=------
Proposal Number: __�B=-------Proposal for Change to the Workers' Compensation Law
1.

·-

2.

Brief Problem Statement.
-Section 440.13, Florida Statutes has had only piecemeal
revisions since its inception in 1935. During the past
two years development and promu lgation of an adequate
fee schedule have been subverted by inprecise, outmoded
and undefined provisions in 440.13. The ability to pro
perly monitor and control medical costs and review poten
tial abusers requires extensive revision of 440.13.
Problem Discussion and Supporting Statistics.
Major problem areas are as follows:
-Use of "usual and customary" and"prevailing' charges and
"community" (which are not defined) and "like standard
of living" (which is potentially discriminating) as
underlying concepts in setting reimbursements for medi
cal costs.
-Imprecisely and improperly combining health care provi
ders such as physicians with institutions such as
hospitals.
-Imprecise use of terms "charges" and "fees" to mean the
same thing as reimbursement limitations.
-Inability to develop an equitable and administratively
reasonable method of reimbursing hospitals (see b. above).

3.

Specific Legislative Changes Proposed.
-Establish uniform definitions for: physicians, health care
providers, health care facility, and medical necessity.
Self explanatory.
-Limit peer review to physicians. Physicians are the only
providers who may order services and thus generate the
actual cost of treatment.
-Allow administrative action other than peer review. In
cases where a full fledged peer review is not necessary
expert consultants can serve the same purpose at lower
cost. $150. vs. $1,500.
-Limit services to those medically necessary. Controls
program costs by not allowing reimbursement for "luxury"
or patient convenience items or experiemntal procedures.
-Establish Division's right to obtain records.
explanatory.

Self

Proposal Number:

8 (cont
Page Two

-Hold patient harmless from collection of medical costs
above fee schedule limitations. Current law does not
specifically state that patient cannot be billed for
the difference between the provider's charges and fee
schedule limitations.
-Requires physicians and facilities to submit their
usual charges for Workers' Compensation patients. This
will prevent providers from inflating their charges for
Workers' Compensation patients.
-Delete "like standard of living". Define "community".
Defines "prevailing, usual and customary" or initiate
other concepts upon which to develop a reimbursement
methodology.
-Clarify language relating to "fees", "charges" and
intoduces term "allowances". "Fees" and "charges" are
currently used to mean the same thing as reimbursement.
Clarify terms.·
-Give Division the authority to prohibit abusers of
Workers' Compensation system from participating if peer
review recommends this action. Self explanatory.
-440.13(3) (d) - change "as used in this subsection" to
"as used in this paragraph". Self explanatory.
4.

Potential Impacts of Legislative Change.
-All entities which provide Workers' Compensation medical
care will be clearly delineated as will their status sub
ject to the fee schedule. Imprecise working in the past
has allowed physical therapists to remain outside the
fee schedule costing the program thousands of dollars.
-By defining medical necessity and limiting medical services
to those meeting the definitions, expenditures for "frills"
or "patient comfort" items can be limited. When the pro
gram identifies a provider who habitually abuses the system
for personal gain, the right of suspending such a provider's
participation will prevent expenditures of money for unnec
essary services and remove the necessity of conducting expen
sive peer review activities for subsequent abuses.

PROPOSAL NO. 8

Advisory Council

440.13

Medical services and supplies: penalty for

21 violations; limitations. -(1)

3

•

(a)

As used in this section:

wutil1zat1on review" means the initial

5 evaluation of appropriateness in terms of both the level and

the 9ualiti of health care and health services provided a

6

7 eatient, based on medically accepted standards.

Such

I eva luation is accompl1shed by means of a system which

'

identifies the ut1lizati'on of medical services, based on

10 medically accepted st�dar d� , and which refers instances of
_ _

·· 11 possible inappropriate utilization to the div1s1on for
1
12 referral to a peer review comnu.ttee or other appropriate

I

13 action.
1'

(b)

•Peer review" means an evaluation by a peer

151 review committee, after utilization review, of the

••,�6[ appropriateness,

quality and cost of health care and health

17 / services provided a patient, based on medically accepted
11 I standards.

19

(c}

•Peer review committee" means a committee

20 l composed of physicians licensed under the same authority

211 as the physician who rendered the services being reviewed.

22

(d)

"Physician" means a physician licensed under

n chapter 458, an osteopath licensed under Chapter 459,
l
24 a chiropractor licensed under Chapter 460, a podiatrist

25 licensed under Chapter 461, an optometrist licensed under
1
� Chapter 463, or a dentist licensed under Chapter 466.

27

(e)

"Health care provider" means a physician as

�l defined in this section or any recognized practitioner

� provid1ng skilled services pursuant to the prescription of or
1
JO under the supervision or. direction of a physician.

31

-1-

I

(�]_)

If an inJured employee obJects to the
1

l medical attendance furnished by the employer, it shall be

JI the duty of the employer to select another physician to

41 treat the 1nJured employee unless a deputy comm1ss1oner

si

determines that a change in medical attendance 1s not for

6 the best interests of the inJured employee; provided that

7 a deputy commissioner may at any time, for good cause showr

I' in the deputy comnussioner's discretion, order a change in
9 such remedial attention, care, or attendance.

It shall

101 be unlawful for any employer or representative of any

·· 1

insurance company or insurer to coerce or attempt to coerce

12 a -�ick or inJured employee in the selection of a physician,

13 surgeon, or other attendant or remedial treatment, nursing
14 or hospital care, or any other service that the sick or

.,•f6'

15 injured employee may require; and any employer or representative of any insurance company or insurer who violates this

--

17 provision shall be guilty of a misdemeanor of the second
II1 degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082 or s. 775.083.

19 The health care Erovider or health care facility Erovid1n2
20 services eursuant to this section shall seek Ealment for
21 said services solei from the e�lo�er or its insurance
22 carrier.
23I

(3±) (a)

All fees and other charges for such

24I treatment, drugs, medicalli related items, or service,
25i 12:rovided to an l.njured employee pursuant to this section
26, shall be limited to those fees and charges which the
27 fteep¼�ai health care facility or health care provider
28: normall� and usualli char9:es for such treatment, medicines,
29 medical su212:l1eS, durable medical e9u1Ement, orthoses,
30I erastheses, and medicalll necessari aeEaratus to other thira
3 earti ea:tors, insurance or sovernment Ero�rams iftei�ftift�
-5-

Nottce 01

COMMITTEE MEETING

To _________________

Ho\1.!e of Representative!!

__.JPc.ts.o...,p,.ecir..,t�y.__.&c...,C,.aa.a,s.i.u«a.,l._t,.y:,__aI,;n.csa.u1"'r.Ea,.n..,c=-e"------ ---
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(•t1'1h H

n•t

•ppllca"loh)

the Comm1lte• on __C,,,,.o"'mrn
"'"e""r"c"'e'-------------------- --will mut in CommtltH Roo �rn,___,31.,l,_7,_,,c_,,as;p1.,i,cte,o"--"l�---- --- at 8: 15-10: 30

a .m.
XK�X
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PCB 83-24 - Workers• compensation - Advisory Committee
on Workers' Compensation recommendations
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House Commerce Committee
Subcommittee on Property and Casualty Insurance
Subcommittee Meeting - April 11, 1983
8:15 a.m. - Room 317 Capitol
8:30

Meeting begins

8:30

PCB 83-24 - Workers' Compensation - Advisory
Committee
,·red •rygart

Workers' Cornoensation AY,visory

Committee - Chairman

8:50

Thomas Carroll - Workers' Compensation Advisory
Committee

8:56

Richard Sicking - Workers' Compensation Advisory
Committee

9:02

Mike Hale - Division of Workers' Compensation

9:03

Ben Johnson, M.D. - Medical Consultant, Division of
Workers' Compensation
Al Frierson - Self

9:15

Mike Hale

9:20

TAPE 1 SIDE B

9:27

Ben Johnson, M.D.

9:31

Fred Tygart

9:35

James Richards, M.D. - Florida Medical Association

9:54

Mike Hale

10:10

TAPE 2 SIDE A

10:10

Mary Ann Stiles - �ssociated Industries

10:11

Eric Tilton - Florida Academy of Trial Lawyers

10:25

Jon Shebel - AssocJated Industries

10:30
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WORKERS' COMPENSATION ADVISORY CO11MITTEE
NON-CONTROVERSIAL

Committee Action

1.

Registered Mail Definition

Fav.

2.

Computation of Average Weekly Wage

Defer

3.

Social Security Offset - No Minimum Benefit

Fav.

4.

Social Security Offset - Avoid Double Offset

Unfav.

5.

Report of Injury

Fav., as amend.

Time Period for Filing a Wage Loss Claim

Fav. , as amend.

8•

Employer's Social Security Number

Fav.

9.

Claim Dismissal

Defer

10.

Minimum Penalty

Fav.

11.

Adv ance Payments

Fav., as amend.

12.

Venue (2)

Fav.

13.

Reporting to Chief Commissioner

Fav.

14.

Indigent Filing Fees

Fav.

15.

Recording of Proceedings

Fav.

16.

Appellate Attorney Fees

Fav. , as amend.

17.

Title Change - Judges of Industrial Claims (3)

Fav.

18.

Authority of Chief Commissioner

Fav., as amend.

19.

Second Injury Fund

20.

Determination of MMI (2)

29.

Medical Records

34.

Co-insurance

36.

(and 27.) Penalties for Late Payment

37.

Rehabilitation Standards

4 0.

Standards for Safety Programs

-- 6.
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21.

Permanent Total Supplement - Social Security Offset

23.

Termination of Wage-Loss Benefits (2)

26.

Statute of Limitations for Physicians

28.

Physician Exemption From Malpractice

33.

Applicability of Insurance Code Civil Remedy

35.

Subrogation

38.

Failure to Provide Rehabilitation - Withdrawn

39A. Physical Impairment Prerequisite to Rehabilitation
39B. Job Placement as substitute for Rehabilitation
39C. Choice

of Rehabilitation

46.

(and 7) Advisory Opinions

47.

''Washout'' Settlements (5)

VERY CONTROVERSIAL
22.

Impairment Rating Standards (2)

24.

Election of Pension Plans

25.

Lien on Employers for Penalty

30.

Recoupment by Carrier of Attorney Fees

30A. Employer Payment of Attorney Fees
30B. Standards for Recovery of Attorney Fees
31.

Attorney Fees - Self-Insurers

32.

Attorney Fees - Medical Claims

41.

Elimination of Employer Immunity

42.

Medical Fee Schedule

43A. Increased Impairment Benefits
43B. Time Period for Payment of Impairment Benefits
44.

Wage-Loss Formula

45.

Wage-Loss - Unavailability of Work Due to Economic
Conditions (4)

.

0/Day Penalty for Late Payment

48B. Emergency Hearings
48C. Payment of Benefits After Final Order
48D. Anti-coercion Statute
48E. Uninsured Employer Fund
48F. Penalty for Late Payment
49.

so.
---=s 1.
52.

No Assessment of Attorney Fees
Increase Attorney Fee Schedule
Award of Attorney Fees in More- Cases ( 2)
Comments From Council Members
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SENATE AMENDMENT

SB

No. _______

(favorably)

HB 1277

Senator •....••••....•••...•••...••.•.•.•••.• moved the following
•••••••••••••••••••••••••• Amendment.
Amendment fl

'f:'. ......whichwhich
was adopted:
failed:

2
3

'

On page .... 17 •.•• , line .••• 25 .... , s���ke
after the period

5
6

8
9
10
11
12

and insert:
It shall also be the burden of the employee to show

13

that his inability to obtain employment or to earn as much as

14

he earned at the time of his industrial accident, is due to

15

physical limitation related to his accident and not because of

16

economic conditions or the unavailability of employment.

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
17
28
29
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SENATE AMENDMENT

SB

No.��--��
(favorably)

HB 1277

Senator...••••..•..•.....•••....•••....•••.. moved the following
••.•..••.•.•••••••.••.•••.Amendment.••••.•.•. wh1ch was adopted:
which failed:

Amendment t2

2
On page •.. 19 •.•.. , between lines•• 14 & 15., �t,r-ike

5
6

8
9
10

and insert:

11

(4)

11

(a)

13

TEMPORARY PARTIAL DISABILITY.-In case of temporary partial disability, benefits

14

shal l be based on actual wage loss and shall not be subject to

15

the minimum compensation rate set forth in s. 440.12(2).

16

shall also be the burden of the employee to show that his

17

1nabil1ty to obtain employment or to earn as much as he earned

18

at the time of his industrial accident, is due to physical

19

limitation related to his accident and not because of economic

20

conditions or the unavailability of employment.

It

The

21

compensation shall be equal to 95 percent of the difference

22

between 85 percent of the employee's average weekly wage and

23

the salary, wages, and other remuneration the employee is able

24

to earn, as compared on a weekly basis; however, the weekly

25

wage-loss benefits shall not exceed an amount equal to 66 2/3

261 percent of the employee's average weekly wage at the time of
injury. In order to simplify the comparison of the preinJury

27

!

average weekly wage with the salary, wages, and other

28

29, remuneration the employee 1 s able to earn, the d1vis1on may by
rule provide for the modification of the weekly comparison so
31
30

1'
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Failed
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SENATE AMENDMENT

SB
HB 1277

as to coincide as closely as possible with the injured
2
J

worker's pay periods.
(b)

The am ount determined to be the salary, wages, and

other remuneration the employee is able to earn shall 1n no
case be less than the sum actually being earned by the
6

employee, including earnings from sheltered employment.

In

the event the employee voluntarily limits his income or fails
8

to accept employment commensurate with his abilities, the

9

salary, wages, and other remuneration the employee is able to

10

earn shall be deemed to be the amount which would have been

II

earned if the employee did not limit his income or accepted

12

appropriate employment.

I3

forth in paragraph (a) may be payable, the burden shall be on

14

the e mployee to establish that any wage loss claimed is the

15

result of the compensable inJury.

16
17

(c)

Whenever a wage-loss benefit as set

Such benefits shall be paid during the continuance

of such d1sab1lity, not to exceed a period of 5 years.

18
19
20'
21
12
23
24
25
26
27

'
29
3
0

31 1'
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SENATE AMENDMENT

SB

No,��--��

(favorably)

HB 1277

Senator ••••••••Thomas •••••••••••••••••••••••moved the following
..•••••.•.••..•..•..•.••.• Amendment•••.••••••wh1ch was adopted:
which failed:
Amendment #3

2
3

•

On page ••••. 39••. , between lines •• 22-23 ••• , e�-r·Hte

6

e
9
10

11
12

and insert:
( 3)

If the claimant should prevail in any proceedings

13

before a deputy commissioner or court, there shall be taxed

1,

against the employer the reasonable costs of such proceedings,

15

not to include the attorney's fees of the claimant.

16

claimant shall be responsible for the payment of his own

17

attorney 1 s fees, except that a claimant shall be entitled to

18

recover a reasonable attorney's fee from a carrier or

19

employer:

20

{a)

A

Against whom he successfully asserts a claim for

21

medical benefits only, if the claimant has not filed or

22

entitled to fi le at such time a claim for disability,

23

permanent impairment, wage-loss, or death benefits, arising

24

out of the same accident; or

25

(b)

is

not

In cases where the deputy commissioner issues an

U! order finding that a carrier has acted in bad faith with
27' regard to handling an inJured worker's claim and the inJured

28

worker has suffered economic loss.

For the purposes of this

n! paragraph, "bad faith" means conduct by the carrier in the
handling of a claim which amounts to fraud; malice;
oppression; or willful, wanton, or reckless disregard of the
1

hhl?77 ls.en07
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rights of the claimant.

Any determination of bad faith shall

2

be made by the deputy commissioner through a separate fact

3

finding proceeding a•c___T-'-"h�ec_:d"-"
ekp�u�t�yL�co
� m� �m
n�e�r'----�s�h�a�l�l"-�i�s�s�u=e__,,a
"'-'i�s�s�1�0
,c,:

'

separate order which shall expressly state the

specific

l

findings of fact upon which the determination of bad faith is

6

based; or
(c)

In a proceeding where a carrier or employer denies

8

that an inJury occurred for which compensation benefits are

9

payable, and the claimant prevails on the issue of

10

compensability.

11
12

In the s1tuat1ons set forth in paragraph (b), the payment of

13

such attorney's fees shall not be recouped, directly or

14

indirectly, by any carrier in the rate base, the premium, or

15

any rate filing.

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

30
31
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SENATE COMMITTEE AMENDMENT

SB

No.��--��

( favorably)

HB 1277

The Committee on .•• Commerce ...••......recommended the following

2
3

amendment which was moved by Senator •...•••.•.••••. and adopted:
and failed:
Amendment #4
On page ..•.. 5.... , between lines... 27, 28, e����e

5

6
8
9
10
11

and insert:

12

(7) (a)

The term "carrier" means any person or fund

13

authorized under s. 440.38 to insure under this chapter and

u

includes self-insurers.

15

(b)

16

1.

The term "self-insurer" means:
Any employer who has secured payment of

17

compensation pursuant to s. 440.38(1) (b) or (6) as an

18

individual self-insurer;

19

2.

Any employer who has secured payment of

20

compensation through a group self-insurer pursuant to s.

21

440.57; or

ll

23
lJ

3.

Any group self-insurer established pursuant to s.

4.

A public utility as defined in s. 364.02 or s.

440.57.

25

366.02, that has assumed by contract the liabilities of

26

contractors or subcontractors pursuant to s. 440.571.

17
28
l9
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SENATE COMMITTEE AMENDMENT

SB

No.��--��
(favorably)

HB 1277

The Committee on •.••. Commerce•..••••.. recommended the following
amendment which was moved by Senator •••.•••.•.••••• and adopted:
and failed:
Amendment 15

1
3

On page •••• 35 .••• , between lines •• 15, 16., e��¼�e

5

6

g
9
10

11 and insert:
12

(d)

When an application for an advance payment in

13 excess of $2,000 is opposed by the employer or carrier, it

U shall be heard by a deputy commissioner after giving the

15 interested parties not less than 10 days' notice of such

16 hearing by mail, unless such notice is waived.

In his

17 discretion, the deputy commissioner may have an investigation

18 of the matter made by the Rehabilitation Section of the

19 division, in which event the report and recommendation of said

20 section will be deemed a part of the record of the

21 proceedings.

If the deputy commissioner finds that such

22 advance payment is for the best interests of the person

23 1 entitled to compensaiton, will not materially prejudice the

24 rights of the employer and carrier, and is reasonable under
25 the circumstances of the case, he may order the same paid.

26 Provided, however, in no event shall any such advance payment

21iunder this paragraph be granted for a period in excess of

2fl,$7,500 or twenty-six (26) weeks of benefits 1n any forty-eight
29: (48) month period, whichever is greater, from the date of the

JO last advance payment.
31
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No•

-..,..,
�
��
(favorably)

The Committee on ....• Commerce ......... recommended the following

2
3

amendment which was moved by senator .•.••.....••••• and adopted:
and failed:
Amendment f6
On page .••. 52•••• , between lines ••• 2, 3 .• , e���ke

5
6
7

9
10

11
12

13

and insert:

Section 18.

Section 440.571, Florida Statutes, is

created to read:

14

440.571

Self Insured Public Ut1lit1es

15

A self insured public utility as authorized by s.

16

440.3B(b) may assume by contract the liabilities under this

17

chapter of contractors and subcontractors, or each of them,

18

employed by or on behalf of such public utility when

19

performing work on or adjacent to property owned or used by

20

the public utility.

21

(Renumber subsequent sections}.

22
23

25

27

281

JO
31
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SENATE COMMITTEE AMENDMENT

SB

No.�---�(favorably)

HB 1277

The Committee on .••.. Commerce ........• recommended the following
amendment which was moved by Senator••..•••••.••••. and adopted:
and failed:
Amendment t7
2

On page ••••41 ..•• , between lines •• 2 � 3 •.. , e��ik�

3

5
6

8
9

11

and insert:
Section 14.

ll

Subsection (1) of section 440.38, Florida

Statutes, 1s amended to read:

13
1'

440.38

15

and self-insurers.--

(1)

16

Security for compensation; insurance carriers

Every employer shall secure the payment of

compensation under this chapter:

17
18

(c)

By entering into a contract with a public utility

19

under an approved utility provided self-insured program as set

lO

forth 1n s. 440.571 in effect as of July 1, 1983.

11

division shall adopt rules to implement this paraqraph

12

The

(Renumber subsequent sections)

23
24
25
26
27
28
29

31
30

I
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Failed
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SENATE COMMITTEE AMENDMENT

SB 1277

No.��--��-

(favorably)

HB

The Committee on ..•..Commerce •.......• recommended the following
amendment which was moved by Senator .••..•.•••••...and adopted:

and failed:

Amendment tlO
2

On page •••• 19 ...• , lines .. 15-31 ... , strike
On page •••• 20 •••• , lines .•. 1-31 ... , strike
On page •.•• 21 •••• , l1nes... 1-2 .•.. , strike
6

all of said lines

7

9
10

11

and insert:

12

(9)

EMPLOYEE ELIGIBLE FOR BENEFITS UNDER THIS CHAPTER

13

AND FEDERAL OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE

14

ACT.-(a)

15

Weekly compensation benefits payable under this

16

chapter for disability resulting from inJuries to an employee

17

who becomes eligible for benefits under 42 U.S.C. s. 423 shall

18

be reduced to an amount whereby the sum of such compensation

19

benefits payable under this chapter and such total benefits

20

otherwise payable for such period to the employee and his

21
I

dependents, had such employee not been entitled to benefits

22

under this chapter, under 42 U.S.C. ss. 423 and 402, does not

23

exceed 80 percent of the employee 1 s average weekly wage.
However, this provision shall not operate to reduce an inJured
worker's benefits under this chapter to a greater extent than
they would have otherwise been reduced under 42 U.S.C. s.
424(a).

28

This reduction of compensation benefits shall not be

applicable to any compensation benefits payable for any week

29! subsequent to the week in which the injured worker reaches the
1

JO

age of 62 years.

31
1
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(b)

If the provisions of 42 U.S.C. s. 424{a) are

1

amended to provide for a reduction or increase of the

3

percentage of average current earnings that the sum of
compensation benefits payable under this chapter and the

5

benefits payable under 42 u.s.c. s. 423 and s. 402 can equal,

6

the amount of the reduction of benefits provided in this
subsection shall be reduced or increased accordingly.
(c )

8
9

No d1sabil1ty compensation benefits payable for

any week, including those benefits provided by paragraph
(1) (e), shall be reduced pursuant to this subsection until the

11

Social Security Administration determines the amount otherwise

12

payable to the employee under 42 u.s.c. ss. 423 and 402 and

I3

the employee has begun receiving such social security benefit

14

payments.

15

the employer, or the carrier, authorize the Social Security

16

Administration to release disability information relating to

17

him and author ize the Division of Employment Security to

18

The employee shall, upon demand by the division,

release unemployment compensation information relating to him,

19

in accordance with rules to be promulgated by the division

20

prescribing the procedure and manner for requesting the

21

authorization and for compliance by the employee.

Neither the

division nor the employer or carrier shall make any payment of
benefits for total disability or those additional benefits
provided by paragraph (1) (e) for any period during which the
employee willfully fails or refuses to authorize the release
26

of information in the manner and within the time prescribed by

27

said rules.

The authority for release of disability

28, information granted by an employee under this paragraph shall
29

be effective for a period not to exceed 12 months, such

30

authority to be renewable as the division may prescribe by

31

rule.
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Rep. M. E. Hawkins offers a
question on qermanity. Rep.'s
Meffert & Martinez respond.
Chairman Bell speaks to bill.

. .
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.
Mc!eting
- Bill
- 21 HOB - 2:00 PM:
Comrerce Camuttee
Hear:rng
•4,26-83,House
4:19 PM

Rep. 's Danson and Hazouri
close on bill.

4:22 PM TAPE 2 - SIDE B BEGAN
Vote taken on Hazouri's
amend. to the amend
amend. passes.
Chairman Bell speaks
against the Hazouri
amend.
4:27 PM Rep. Gallagher speaks to
amend. Rep. Thompson
speaks to the amend.
Representatives Silver,
Gustafson, Meffert, &
M. E. Hawkins speak
to bill.
Rep. Gallagher moved to
reconsider the vote by
which the bill failed.
NOTE: 1st bill vote
bill failed -- 8-13.
:48 PM Vote taken on PCB 83-25Y
(as amended) -- passed
13-8 w/1 amend. (25% cap).
50 PM PCB 83-44 taken up.
5 amendments were offered
and adopted; no vote taken
on bill -- TP'd.
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SUMMARY OF PCB 83-24
WORKERS' COMPENSATION

reproduced by
FLORIDA STATE ARCHIVES
DEPARTMENT OF STATE
R A GRAY BUILDING
Talhhassee, FL 32399-0250

3 ,7
PCB 83-24 REPRESENTS THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE ADVISORY
Senes-1..:J- Carto, /;

l, -

COMMITTEE ON WORKERS' COMPENSATION APPOINTED BY THE SPEAKER,

AS AMENDED BY THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON PROPERTY AND CASUALTY INSURANCE,
MAJOR CHANGES INCLUDE:
1,

THE BILL ALLOWS WAGE-LOSS BENEFITS TO BE PAID AFTER

AGf 65, WITH AN OFFSET FOR THE AMOUNL OF SOCIAL SECURITY RETIREMENT

BENEFITS RECEIVED (PAGE 18, LINE 1),

UNDER PRESENT LAW, WAGE-LOSS

BENEFITS AUTOMATICALLY TERMINATE AT AGE 65 (PAGE 17, LINES 28-29),
2,

THE BILL PROVIDES FOR A REDUCTION IN COMPENSATION BENEFITS

BASED ON THE AMOUNT OF MUNICIPAL PENSION PLAN BENEFITS RECEIVED,
IN THE SAME MANNER AS IS DONE FOR SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY

BENEFITS,

(WORKERS' COMPENSATION BENEFITS ARE REDUCED TO AN AMOUNT

WHERE THE SUM OF COMPENSATION BENEFITS AND SOCIAL SECURITY

DISABILITY BENEFITS OR MUNICIPAL PENSION PLAN BENEFITS DOES NOT

EXCEED 80 PERCENT OF THE EMPLOYEE'S AVERAGE WEEKLY WAGE,)
19, LINE 9 THEN PAGE 20, LINE 4),
3,

(PAGE

AUTHORIZES THE DIVISION AND DEPUTY COMMISSIONERS TO

OBTAIN MEDICAL RECORDS OF INJURED EMPLOYEES (PAGE 24, LINE 2 AND
ON PAGE 39, LINE 4),
4,

THE BILL ALLOWS CERTAIN CASES TO BE SETTLED OR "WASHED

OUT" BY A LUMP SUM PAYMENT WHICH MAY NOT BE SETTLED UNDER PRESENT
LAW,

UNDER PRESENT LAW, FUTURE MEDICAL EXPENSES MAY NEVER BE

SETTLED BY A LUMP SUM PAYMENT, AND FUTURE DISABILITY BENEFITS MAY

b

f

.s

-2ONLY BE WASHED-OUT 6 MONTHS AFTER MEDICAL IMPROVEMENT,

THE

BILL PROVIDES AN EXCEPTION FOR CASES IN WHICH THE EMPLOYER OR

CARRIER HAS INITIALLY FILED A WRITTEN NOTICE TO CONTROVERT AND
HAS DENIED THAT A COMPENSABLE ACCIDENT OR INJURY OCCURRED,

IN

OTHER WORDS, THE EMPLOYER IS CLAIMING THAT IT HAS NO LIABILITY
AT ALL FOR WORKERS' COMPENSATION,

FOR SUCH CASES, IF THE DEPUTY

COMMISSIONER FINDS A JUSTICIABLE CONTROVERSY AS TO COMPENSABILITY,

THE CLAIM MAY BE SETTLED BY A LUMP SUM PAYMENT (PAGE 30, LINE 27
THEN PAGE 31, LINE 24),
5,

THE BILL ALSO ADDRESSES THE ISSUE OF ATTORNEY'S FEES IN

THIRD-PARTY SUITS,

PRESENTLY, IF AN EMPLOYEE BRINGS A SUIT

AGAINST A THIRD-PARTY FOR AN INJURY THAT RESULTED IN WORKERS'
COMPENSATION BEING PAID, THE EMPLOYER IS ENTITLED TO REIMBURSE

MENT FOR 100 PERCENT OF COMPENSATION BENEFITS PAID,

THE EMPLOY ER

DOES NOT SHARE IN THE COST OF THE ATTORNEY'S FEE WHICH IS PAID

OUT OF THE CLAIMANT'S RECOVERY,

THE BILL DEDUCTS FROM THE

REIMBURSEMENT TO THE EMPLOYER ITS PRO RATA SHARE OF THE COURT

COSTS AND ATTORNEY'S FEES INCURRED BY THE EMPLOYEE,

("PRO RATA

SHARE" IS DEFINED AS AN AMOUNT EQUAL TO THE PERCENTAGE OF THE
JUDGMENT WHICH ARE COSTS AND ATTORNEY'S FEES,

FOR EXAMPLE, IF

THE EMPLOYER PAID $40,000 IN COMPENSATION, AND THE EMPLOYEE

OBTAINED A $100,000 JUDGMENT WITH A $40,000 (40%) ATTORNEY'S FEE,

THE EMPLOYER WOULD HAVE 40% DEDUCTED FROM HIS REIMBURSEMENT,
NETTING THE EMPLOYER $24,000,

NET $36,000,)

THE EMPLOYEE IN THIS EXAMPLE WOULD
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6,

THE BILL CHANGES THE NAMES OF THE DEPUTY COMMISSIONERS

TO uJUDGES OF COMPENSATION CLAIMS u (PAGE 49, LINE 6),
7,

THIS BILL PROVIDES FOR A STATEWIDE MEDICAL FEE SCHEDULE

WHICH WAS ALSO PROVIDED IN PCB #21, PASSED BY THIS COMMITTEE
EARLIER (PAGE 11, LINE 23),

ADVISORY COMMITTEE TO COMMERCE COMMITTEE
ON
WORKERS' COMPENSATION
Fred Tygart, Chairman
1012 Blackstone Building
233 East Bay Street
Jacksonville, Florida 32202
Phone: 904/359-0011/Suncom:
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Thomas J. Carroll, Chief Commissioner
Office of Chief Commissioner
Department of Labor & Employment Security
215 Montgomery Building
Koger Center
Tallahassee, Florida 32301
Phone: 488-2043/Suncom: 278-2043
Albert Myer Frierson
P. 0, Box 280
2100 Second Street
Ft. Myers, Florida 33902
Phone: 813/334-4121
Bob Gobelman
1500 American Heritage Life Building
Jacksonville, Florida 32202
Phone: 904/354-0624
Mike Hale, Deputy Secretary
Department of Labor & Employment Security
1321 Executive Center Drive, East
Room 200, Ashley Building
Tallahassee, Florida 32301
Phone: 488-5681
Jack Shreve
Room 4, Holland Building
Tallahassee, Florida 32301
Phone: 488-9330 (904)
Richard Sicking, Attorney
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PCB 83-24

STAFF SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS

by____�C�o�m�m�er� �c=e____

relating to

DATE:

March 9, 1983
I'

REVISED: ________

Workers'

REVISED: _________

Compensation

SENATE BILL:. _______

Other Committees of Reference:

EFFECTIVE DATE: _____
October 1, 1983

I.

SUMMARY AND PURPOSE

If an employee incurs an employment-related 1nJury or
disease, the employer must pay compensation to the employee as
required by the Workers' Compensation Act, chapter 440, Florida
Statutes. Chapter 440, Florida Statutes, underwent a maJor
rev1s1on 1n 1979. The two maJor categories of changes were the
adoption of a wage loss system of determ1n1ng disability benefits
and an increase in the adm1n1strat1ve responsibilities 0£ the
D1v1s1on of Workers' Compensation.
An advisory committee on workers' compensation was
appointed by the Speaker of the House of Representatives. The
cornnn ttee met three times in January, J.983, and its lfinal
recommendations were presented on March 8, 1983. This bill
represents the recommendations of the advisory committee.
II.

CURRENT LAW AND EFFECT OF CHANGES

For ease of understanding a section by section analysis of
the bill follows:
Section 1. Section 440.021 1s amended to conform to the
change made in section 5 of the bill which revises the procedure
for the issuance of advisory opinions by the division.
Section 2, In the 1982 rewrite of the Insurance Code, a
civil remedy statute was created authorizing civil actions
against an insurer for violations of certain unfair insurance
practices, (s. 624.155, Florida Statutes). The bill provides
that the new civil remedy statute does not apply to suits by
employees against workers' compensation carriers. Any remedy to
employees against workers' compensation carriers shall be as
exclusively provided 1n chapter 440.

'Wvatt T Mamn, S!atf Director
322 Tht Capitol, 'Do.ll■hautt, F1orida 32301 ('°4) ...-702-C

'b
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Section 3. The bill rewrites s. 440.13, the section
spec1fy1ng the requirements for providing medical services to
employees. MaJor changes include the following:
1. Currently medical fees are "l1m1ted to such charges as
prevail in the same community for similar treatment of injured
persons of like standard of living." A three-member panel
determines a maximum fee schedule for this purpose. There 1s
currently only one fee schedule applicable statewide. The
current schedule 1s based on the 66 2/3 percentile of the average
charge, based on data submitted to the panel. As proposed,
current practice would be codified by specifying that there must
be one statewide schedule, and that the panel must establish a
percentile upon which a schedule of maximum reimbursement 1s
calculated.
2. Adding an express requirement that medicaf services to
an employee be "medically necessary" as defined.
3. Adding a requirement that health care providers
provide the division with such additional information with
respect to the treatment that the d1vis1on may reasonably request
as part of its investigation.
4. Providing an express l1m1tat1on that health care
providers shall be paid solely by the employer/carrier.
5. Exempting from the Administrative Procedures Act
(chapter 120) "other appropriate action" taken by the division
with regard to medical ut1l1zat1on peer review of health care
providers.
6. Adding def1nit1ons for ''peer review committee,"
"physician," ''health care provider," ''medically necessary," and
"health care facility" for purposes of the entire section.
Section 4. Section 440.15, Florida Statutes, specifies
the method for computing d1sab1l1ty benefits. The bill makes the
following changes:
1. Presently wage-loss benefits terminate when the
employee reaches age 65 and becomes eligible for social security
retirement benefits. At age 62, wage-loss benefits are reduced
by the amount of social security retirement benefits received,
not to exceed 50 percent of the employee's wage-los� benefits.
In lieu of these provisions, social security retirement benefits
would be considered primary, and wage-loss benefits secondary,
the sum of the two not to exceed the amount of wage-loss benefits
otherwise payable.
2. The bill provides that temporary partial disability
benefits be treated the same as wage-loss benefits with regard to
reductions in compensation due to receipt of unemployment
compensation.
(Temporary partial disability benefits are
computed the same way as wage-loss benefits, but are paid prior
to maximum medical improvement.)
3. Current law provides for a m1n1rnum $20 per week
payment of compensation. Current law also provides that if
social security disability benefits are received by the claimant,
compensation benefits shall be reduced so that the sum of both
benefits does not exceed 801 of the employee's average weekly
wage. The bill provides that the $20 minimum compensation not be
applicable 1f compensation is reduced due to receipt of social
security disability benefits. (This changes current case law.}
Section 5. The bill makes the following changes to s.
440.185, relating to reports of 1nJury:
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l. The division is currently required to evaluate every
claim for benefits and to issue an advisory opinion to the
parties as to the entitlement to benefits. The advisory opinion
is included in the case file and may be considered by the deputy
commissioner. As proposed, this procedure would be less
formalized, so that the division's opinion 1s not considered by
the parties to be adJudicatory. In particular, the d1v1s1on
would "attempt to resolve the claim and review the controversion
promptly and shall communicate the results of any claims
1nvest1gation along with its recommendations to the parties."
(The repeal of current language 1s in section 6 of the bill.)
2. Increases the time for reporting of an injury by the
employer to the div1s1on from 7 days to 10 days, (but ma1nta1ns
the requirement that the employer report an inJury to the carrier
within 7 days).
I

3. Presently, neither the division nor the deputy
comm1ss1oners are authorized to obtain the medical records of an
employee without a release. The bill authorizes the division to
provide by rule for the obtaining of any medical records relating
to medical treatment provided pursuant to this chapter. This
authority would be provided to the division notw1thstand1ng the
provisions of s. 90.503 (the psychotherapist-patient privilege in
the Evidence Code), s. 395.017(3) (provides that hospital patient
records are privileged, except upon order of a court of competent
jurisdiction for good cause shown) and s. 396.112 (provides that
records of alcoholic treatment are privileged except upon court
order for good cause shown).
(The authorization for deputy
commissioners to obtain medical records is addressed in Section
10 of this bill.)
4. Current law states that a compensable wage loss shall
be reported by the employee to the carrier within 30 days after
termination of the month for which such loss is claimed. As
amended, failure to report a wage loss within this 30 day period
shall not bar recovery if the wage-loss claim 1s filed w1th1n the
general statute of limitations period (two years after the date
of injury or after the last payment of compensation).
Section 6. The following changes are made to s. 440.19,
relating to the filing of claims.
1. Current language requiring the division to issue an
advisory opinion when a claim is filed is repealed. •(See section
5, above, for the alternative procedure.)
2. Provides that rehabilitation services are a separate
benefit distinct from medical services for purposes of the
statute of l1m1tations.
3. Case law holds that a claim by a phys1c1an against a
carrier for reimbursement 1s subJect to the four-year statute of
limitations for breach of contract rather than the two-year
statute of l1m1tations in chapter 440 applicable to workers'
compensation claimants. The bill provides that claims for
reimbursement by providers of medical benefits be subject to the
two-year statute of l1mitat1ons in chapter 440.
4. Deletes the requirement that the social security
number of the employer be contained in a compensation claim.
5. Current law requires claims to spec1f1cally state the
type and amount of benefits claimed. As proposed, if a timely
claim is dismissed for lack of specificity, the statute of
limitations would be tolled for sixty days.
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Section 7. Current law provides for a 121 interest
penalty 1f compensation is not paid when due plus a 10\ punitive
penalty if compensation 1s not paid within 14 days after it
becomes due. As amended, for each of these penalties the minimum
penalty would be five dollars.
(For example, 1£ the 12\ penalty
equaled three dollars, the carrier would be required to pay five
dollars.)
The bill also provides that either a deputy commissioner
or the chief commissioner (rather than a deputy commissioner or
the division) be required to informally approve any advance
payment of compensation not in excess of $2,000.
Section 8. The following changes are made to s. 440.25,
relating to the procedure in respect to claims.
the
1. Authorize the chief commissioner, rather than
1
division, to choose the site of venue for injuries occurring
outside the state.
2. Provide that the chief commissioner, rather than the
division, receive reports from deputy commissioners of cases
which are not determined within 30 days of final hearing.
3. Provide that an appellant may be relieved of any
necessary filing fee by filing a verified petition of indigency
for approval as provided in s. 57.081{1).
Section 9. The bill authorizes the chief commissioner to
designate the manner in which hearings are recorded and reported.
Section 10. Presently, deputy commissioners are not
authorized to obtain medical records of a claimant without a
release from the claimant. Various sections of the Florida
Statutes authorize "a court of competent Jurisdiction'1 to order
the production of medical records upon good cause shown but
deputy commissioners, not being Article V Judges, are not covered
by such provisions.
(See Section 4 of this analysis for further
d1scuss1on.) The bill provides that an order of a deputy
commissioner shall be considered an order of a court of competent
Jurisdiction for the purpose of obtaining medical records.
Section 11. The bill clarifies that on appeal, the court,
in its discretion, may award an attorney fee.
(Current law
states that the appellate court may "increase the at;torney's fee 11
which could be interpreted to mean that the court may increase a
fee previously granted at the hearing level.)
Section 12. The bill authorizes the chief commissioner to
recommend that the Governor consider removal of any deputy
commissioner for cause.
Section 13.

The following changes are made to s. 440.49:

1. The current rehabilitation statute is silent with
regard to who has the right to select the rehabilitation
provider. The bill specifies that the same selection procedure
for selection of a health care provider applies to selection of a
rehabilitation provider, i.e., that the employer/carrier chooses
the provider and 1£ the employee objects, the employer/carrier
must select another rehabilitation provider.
2. Currently, employer/carriers are required to provide
rehabilitation services to an employee when it appears that the
inJury will preclude the employee from earning wages equal to
wages earned prior to the inJury. As proposed, the division is
required to establish by rule the minimum qualifications for
rehabilitation service providers. Employer/carriers would be
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required to use only the services of those rehabilitation
providers approved by the division.
3. The Special Disability Trust Fund provides partial
reimbursement to employer/carriers for compensation paid to an
employee when an injury and a preexisting physical impairment
merge to cause a disability. Presently, if a merger results in
permanent total disability, the Fund reimburses the employer for
compensation in excess of the first 175 weeks of permanent total
compensation. The employer is also reimbursed for 501 of the
first $10,000 of compensation paid for temporary disability and
medical benefits. However, if merger results in permanent total
disability, the employer must pay permanent total compensation
for 175 weeks before being reimbursed for excess compensation
paid for temporary disability and medical benefits. As amended,
upon a determination that merger caused permanent total
compensation, the employer shall be immediately reimpursed for
excess compensation paid for temporary compensation and medical
benefits.
4. Specifies that with regard to reimbursement from the
Special Disability Trust Fund, rehabilitation services shall be
considered remedial attendance (medical benefits) and shall be
reimbursed in accordance with the formula for remedial
attendance.
Section 14. Currently, all carriers are required to
provide safety consultations to their policyholders. The bill
proposes that the division establish by rule the minimum
standards for such safety programs.
Section 15.

Technical conforming amendment.

SectiQn 16. Deletes the definition of ••registered mail 11
which is no longer used in the chapter. The bill also repeals
the provision requiring carriers to offer a co-insurance policy
to employers, whereby the employer pays 20 percent of benefits
due up to $2,500 or $5,000.
Section 17. Changes the names of the deputy commissioners
to "Judges of compensation claims.u
Section 18.
III.

Effective date of October 1, 1983.

ECONOMIC IMPACT CONSIDERATIONS
A.

PRIVATE SECTOR CONSIDERATIONS

Those persons over age 65 and receiving social security
retirement benefits would no longer be disqualified from
receiving wage-loss benefits. Social security retirement
benefits would be considered primary and wage-loss benefits
supplemental only, the sum of the two not to exceed the amount of
wage-loss benefits otherwise payable. Therefore, persons over
age 65 could not receive wage-loss benefits. However, persons
between the age of 62 and 65 and receiving social security
retirement benefits would, in some cases, receive less wage-loss
benefits than currently paid, and in no case would they receive
more. Presently, such persons have their wage-loss benefits
reduced by the amount of social security retirement benefits
received, not to exceed 50 percent of the employee's wage-loss
benefits. Therefore, such persons receive at least 50 percent of
wage-loss benefits plus social security, with the total amount
being equal to or greater than the amount of wage-loss benefits
that would have been otherwise payable. Under the bill, wage
loss benefits are supplemental only, the sum of the two benefits
not to exceed the amount of wage-loss benefits otherwise payable.
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The Division of Workers' Compensation estimates that the
tot.eil amount or wogc-loas benefits pai� would increase in the
aggregate due to this change, which could increase workers 1
compensation rates by approximately 3 percent.
B.

PUBLIC SECTOR CONSIDERATIONS

Section 13 of the bill requires the division to develop a
11st of approved rehabilitation providers. The administrative
expenses involved in this procedure are unknown at this time.
IV.

COMMENTS
None.
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EFFECTIVE DATE: _____
October lL 1983

I.

SUMMARY AND PURPOSE

If an employee incurs an employment-related injury or
disease, the employer must pay compensation to the employee as
required by the Workers' Compensation Act, chapter 440, Florida
Statutes. Chapter 440, Florida Statutes, underwent a maJor
revision in 1979. The two maJor categories of changes were the
adoption of a wage loss system of determining disability benefits
and an increase in the administrative responsibilities of the
Division of workers' Compensation.
An advisory committee on workers' compensation was
appointed by the Speaker of the House of Representatives. The
committee met three times in January, 1983, and its final
recommendations were presented on March 8, 1983. ; 'This bill
represents the recommendations of the advisory committee, as
amended by the Committee on Commerce.
IL

CURRENT LAW AND EFFECT OF CHANGES

For ease of understanding a section by section analysis of
the bill follows:
Section 1. The bill specifies that persons are not
covered under the workers' compensation law if they are
performing labor under a court ordered work program for
conviction of driving under the influence of controlled
-sub5tan�e5 -a5 -provitled in s. 31�.1�3, F.S.
The bill also substantially revises the definition of a
"volunteer" who 1s exempt from coverage under the workers'
compensation law. Present law specifically exempts from coverage
only those volunteers who serve in private nonprofit agencies and
federal programs.
(Although present law does not specifically
exempt other kinds of volunteers, it implicitly exempts anyone
who is not an "employee" as defined, which excludes most
volunteer arrangements.) The bill exempts from coverage anyone
Wy.r, T, Mlrbn, Swf Dlrmor

m TIM- C•pitol, Ulbh-. flari••
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who is a volunteer, except volunteer worker a for the state,
�
The bill also
county, city, or other governmental entity.
,1 ,
provides that a person not receiving monetary remuneration for
', ,f-'
his services shall be presumed to be a volunteer unless there;is
··�,,,.,,; :..,,•,
substantial evidence that valuable consideration was intended by
both the employer and employee.

Section 2. Section 440.021 1s amended to conform to the
change made in section 5 of the bill which revises the procedure
for the issuance of advisory opinions by the division.
Section 3. In the 1982 rewrite of the Insurance Code, a ,
civil remedy statute was created authorizing civil actions
against an insurer for violations of certain unfair insurance
practices, {s. 624.155, Florida Statutes). The bill provides
that the new c1v1l remedy statute does not apply to suits by
employees against workers' compensation carriers. /Any remedy to
employees against workers' compensation carriers shall be as
exclusively provided in chapter 440.
Section 4. The bill rewrites s. 440.13, the section
specifying the requirements for providing medical services to
employees. Major changes include the following:
1. Currently medical fees are "limited to such charges as
prevail in the same community for similar treatment of inJured
persons of like standard of l1v1ng." A three-member panel
determines a maximum fee schedule for this purpose. There is
currently only one fee schedule applicable statewide. The
current schedule 1s set at the 66 2/3 percentile of the range of
charges for a particular service, based on data submitted to the
panel. The statute is amended to more clearly authorize current
practice by specifying that there must be one statewide schedule,
and that the. panel must establish a percentile upon which a
schedule of maximum reimbursement 1s calculated.
2. Adding an express requirement that medical services to
an employee be "medically necessary" as defined.
3. Adding a requirement that health care providers
provide the division with such additional information with
respect to the treatment that the division may reasonably request
as part of its investigation.

4. Providing an express limitation that hea1lth care
providers shall be paid solely by the employer/carrier.

5, Adding definitions for "peer review committee,"
"physician," 11 health care provider," "medically necessary," and
"health care facility" for purposes of the entire section.
Section 5. Section 440.15, Florida Statutes, specifies
the method for computing disability benefits. The bill makes the
following changes:
1. Presently wage-loss benefits terminate when the
employee reaches age 65 and becomes eligible for social security
retirement benefits. At age 62, wage-loss benefits are reduced
by the amount of social security retirement benefits received,
not to exceed 50 percent of the ernployee 1 s wage-loss benefits.
In lieu of these provisions, social security retirement benefits
would be considered primary, and wage-loss benefits secondary,
the sum of the two not to exceed the amount of wage-loss benefits
otherwise payable.
2. Presently weekly compensation benefits are reduced by
the amount of Social Security disability benefits received, to an
amount where the sum of the two benefits does not exceed 80
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percent of the employee's average weekly wage. Due to the
application of this offset to "weekly" compensation benefits,
there is no express authorizationifor offsetting monthly wage
loss benefits. By striking the word "weekly," the bill applies
the Social Security offset to a11,compensation benefits.
3. The bill provides that temporary partial disability
benefits be treated the same as wage-loss benefits with regard to
reductions in compensation due to receipt of unemployment
compensation. (Temporary partial disability benefits are
computed the same way as wage-loss benefits, but are paid prior
to maximum medical improvement.)
4. Current law provides for a minimum $20 per week
payment of compensation. Current law also provides that if
Social Security disability benefits are-received by the claimant,
compensation benefits shall be reduced so that the �um of both
benefits does not exceed 801 of the employee's average weekly
wage. The bill provides that the $20 minimum compensation
requirement does not apply if compensation is reduced due to
receipt of social security disability benefits.
(This changes
current case law.)
Section 6. The bill makes the following changes to s.
440.185, relating to reports of inJury:
1. The division is currently required to evaluate every
claim for benefits and to issue an advisory opinion to the
parties as to the entitlement to benefits. The advisory opinion
is included 1n the case file and may be considered by the deputy
commissioner. As proposed, this procedure would be less
formalized, so that the division's opinion is not considered by
the parties to be adJud1catory. In particular, the division
would 11 attempt to resolve the claim and review the controversion
promptly and shall communicate the results of any claims
investigation along with its recommendations to the parties."
(The repeal of current language 1s in section 7 of the bill.)
2. Increases the time for reporting of an inJury by the
employer to the division from 7 days to 10 days, (but maintains
the requirement that the employer report an injury to the carrier
within 7 days}.
3. Presently, neither the division nor the deputy
commissioners are authorized to obtain the medical 1r,ecords of an
employee without a release. The bill authorizes ttie division to
provide by rule for the obtaining of any medical records relating
to medical treatment provided pursuant to this chapter. This
authority would be provided to the division notwithstanding the
provisions of s. 90.503 (the psychotherapist-patient privilege in
the Evidence Code), s. 395.017(3) (provides that hospital patient
records are privileged, except upon order of a court of competent
jurisdiction for good cause shown) and s. 396.112 (provides that
records of alcoholic treatment are privileged except upon court
order for good cause shown). (The authorization for deputy
commissioners to obtain medical records is addressed in Section
10 of this bill.)
Section 7. The following changes are made to s. 440.19,
relating to the filing of claims.
1. Current language requiring the division to issue an
advisory opinion when a claim 1s filed is repealed.
(See section
5, above, for the alternative procedure.)
2. Provides that rehabilitation services are a separate
benefit distinct from medical services for purposes of the
statute of limitations.
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3. Case law holds that a claim by a physician against a
carrier for reimbursement is subJect to the four-year statute o
limitations for breach of contract rather than the two-year
statute of limitations in chapter 440 applicable to workers'
compensation claimants. The bill provides that claims for
reimbursement by providers of medical benefits be subject to the
two-year statute of limitations in chapter 440.
4. Deletes the requirement that the social security
number of the employer be contained in a compensation claim.
5. Current law requires claims to state specifically the
type and amount of benefits claimed. As proposed, if a timely
claim 1s dismissed for lack of specificity, the statute of
limitations would be tolled for sixty days.
Section 8. In 1979, one of the maJor refor�s of the
workers' compensation law was a significant restriction in
parties' ability to settle or "wash-out" a claim with a lump sum
payment. The intent of the present law is expressed in s.
440.20(12) (a) which states, "It is the stated policy for the
administration of the workers' compensation system that is in the
best interests of the inJured worker that he receive disability
or wage-loss payments on a periodic basis." Present law
prohibits in all cases the payment of a lump sum in exchange for
the release of an employer's liability for future medical
expenses. For future disability payments, lump sum settlements
are prohibited until 6 months after the date of maximum medical
improvement has been reached.
The bill would except from the lump sum settlement
restr ictions cases in which the employer or carrier has initially
filed a written notice to controvert and denied that a
compensable accident or inJury has occurred, and the deputy
commissioner finds a Justiciable controversy as to
compensabil1ty. The bill also provides that notwithstanding the
attorney's fee section, s. 440.34, the claimant shall be
responsible for payment of his own attorney's fees in a case
settled under this subsection. The new lump sum settlement
provisions are repealed on July 1, 1986.
The bill increases the discount factor from 4 percent to 8
percent for computing the present value of lump sum payments of
compensation.

r,

Current law provides for a 12\ interest penalty if
compensation is not paid when due plus a 101 punitive penalty if
compensation 1s not paid within 14 days after it becomes due. As
amended, for each of these penalties the minimum penalty would be
five d ollars. {For example, if the 121 penalty equaled three
dollars, the carrier would be required to pay five dollars.)
The bill also provides that either a deputy commissioner
or the chief commissioner (rather than a deputy commissioner or
the division} be required to approve informally any advance
payment of compensation not in excess of $2,000.
Section 9. The following changes are made to s. 440.25,
relating to the procedure in respect to claims:
1. Authorizes the chief commissioner, rather than the
division, to choose the site of venue for injuries occurring
outside the state.
2. Provides that the chief commissioner, rather than the
division, receive reports from deputy commissioners of cases
which are not determined within 30 days of final hearing.
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3. Provides that an appellant may be relieved of any
necessary filing fee by filing a verified petition of indigency
for approval as provided in s. 57.081(1).
Section 10. The bill authorizes the chief commissioner to
designate the mannPr in which hearings are recorded and reported.
Section 11. Presently, deputy commissioners are not
authorized to obtain medical records of a claimant without a
release from the claimant. Various sections of the Florida
Statutes authorize "a court of competent jurisdiction" to· order
the production of medical records upon good cause shown but
deputy commiss1oners, not being Article V Judges, are not covered
by such provisions.
(See Section 6 of this analysis for further
discussion.) The bill provides that an order of a deputy
commissioner shall be considered an order of a court of competent
Jurisdiction for the purpose of obtaining medical �ecords.
Section 12. The bill clarifies that on appeal, the court,
in its discretion, may award an attorney's fee.
(Current law
states that the appellate court may "increase the attorney's fee"
which could be interpreted to mean that the court may increase a
fee previously granted at the hearing level.)
Section 13. Presently, carriers are required to offer to
employers a co-insurance policy under which the employer pays 20
percent of benefits up to $2,500 or $5,000. The bill eliminates
the requirement for a written rejection by the employer and
provides that co-insurance shall be made available at the written
request of the employer.
Section 14. Presently, if an employee brings a suit
against a third-party tortfeasor for an inJury that result�d in
workers' compensation being paid, the employer/carrier is
entitled to reimbursement for 100 percent of compensation
benefits paid. The employer/carrier does not share in the cost
of the attorney's fees incurred by the claim�nt. The bill
deducts from the reimbursement to the employer/carrier its pro
rata share of the court costs and attorney•s fees incurred by the
employee. "Pro rata share" 1s defined as an amount equal to the
percentage of the Judgment which are costs and attorney's fees.
For example, if the employer paid $40,000 1n compensation, and
the employee obtained a $100,000 judgment with a $40,000 (401)
attorney 1 s fee, the employer would have 40\ deducted from his
reimbursement, netting the employer $24,000. The ,'E!mployee in
this example would net $36,000.
Section 15. The bill authorizes the chief commissioner to
recommend that the Governor consider removal of any deputy
comrn1ss1oner for cause.
Section 16. The bill requires the Division of Workers 1
Compensation to establish the minimum qualifications for
rehabilitation service providers and to prepare a directory of
approved providers. Employers and carriers would be required to
use only those providers on the approved list. Certain
exceptions are provided.
The Special Disability Trust Fund provides partial
reimbursement to employer/carriers for compensation paid to an
employee when an injury and a preexisting physical impairment
merge to cause a disability. Presently, if a merger results in
permanent total disability, the Fund reimburses the employer for
compensation in excess of the first 175 weeks of permanent total
compensation. The employer is also reimbursed for 501 of the
first $10,000 of compensation paid for temporary disability and
medical benefits. However, if merger results in permanent total
disability, the employer must pay permanent total compensation
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for 175 weeks before being reimbursed for excess compensation
paid for temporary disability and medical benefits. As amended,
upon a determination that merger caused permanent total
compensation, the employer shall be immediately reimbursed for
excess compensation paid for temporary compensation and medical
benefits.
The bill also specifies that with regard to reimbursement
from the Special Disability Trust Fund, rehabilitation services
shall be considered remedial attendance (medical benefits) and
shall be reimbursed in accordance with the formula for remedial
attendance.
Section 17. Section 440.57 allows two or more employers
to form a group self-insurance fund. This section also allows
the plan to provide that each employer member shall be
responsible for the first $100 of medical benefits 9ue to each
employee. The bill provides that the plan may provide that each
employer shall be responsible for up to $500 of medical benefits
due to each employee.
Section 18. Deletes the definition of "registered mail"
which is no longer used in the chapter. The bill also repeals
the provision that establishes job qualifications for the
industrial safety consultant hired by the division.
Section 19.
III.

Effective date of October 1, 1983.

ECONOMIC IMPACT CONSIDERATIONS

A.

PRIVATE SECTOR �ONSIDERATIONS

Those persons over age 65 and receiving social security
retirement benefits would no longer be disqualified from
receiving wage-loss benefits. Social security retirement
benefits would be considered primacy and wage-loss benefits
supplemental only, the sum of the two not to exceed the amount of
wage-loss benefits otherwise payable. Therefore, persons over
age 65 could receive wage-loss benefits. However, persons
between the age of 62 and 65 and receiving social security
retirement benefits would, in some cases, receive less wage-loss
benefits than currently paid, and in no case would they receive
more. Presently, such persons have their wage-loss benefits
reduced by the amount of social security retirement benefits
received, not to exceed SO percent of the employeers wage-loss
benefits. Therefore, such persons receive at least 50 percent of
wage-loss benefits plus social security, with the total amount
being equal to or greater than the amount of wage-loss benefits
that would have been otherwise payable. Under the bill, wage
loss benefits are supplemental only, the sum of the two benefits
not to exceed the amount of wage-loss benefits otherwise payable.
The National Council on Compensation Insurance estimates
that the total amount of wage-loss benefits paid would increase
in the aggregate due to this change, which could increase
workers' compensation rates by approximately 3 percent.
The National Council on Compensation Insurance has
estimated that the new lump sum settlement provisions could
increase overall compensation costs by 10 percent due to
increased attorney involvement, over-compensation of minor
inJuries, determination of wage loss prior to rehabilitation, and
compensation based on subjective criteria.
B.

PUBLIC SECTOR CONSIDERATIONS

No substantial impact.
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IV.

COMMENTS
None.
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SUMMARY:

A.

Present Situation:

If an employee incurs an employment-related 1nJury or disease,
the employer must pay compensation to the employee as required
V by the Workers' Compensation Act, chapter 440, Florida
Statutes. Chapter 440, Florida Statutes, underwent a major
revision in 1979. The two major categories of changes were the
by
duced
repro
adoption of a wage loss system of determ1n1ng disability
FLORIDA STATE ARCHIVES benefits and an increase i n the administrative responsibilities
STATE
OF
NT
Df:PARn,1E
of the Division of Workers' Compensation.
R A GRAY BUILDING
O
9-0ZS
3239
Tallc1hassee, FL
An advisory comm1 ttee on workers compensat1on was appointed by
Speaker of the House of Representatives. The committee met
senes I¥ Carton
three times 1n January, 1983, and its final recommendations
were present ed on March 8, 1983. This bill represents the
recommendations of the advisory committee, as amended by the
House Committee on Com merce.

P-Q?t->ie
B.

I

Effect of Proposed Changes:

For ease of understanding a section by section analysis of the
bill follows:

Section 1. The bill specifies that persons are not covered
under the workers' compensation law 1£ they are performing
labor under a court-ordered work program for conviction of
driving under the influence of controlled substances as
provided 1n section 316.193, Florida Statutes.

The bill also substantially revises the definition of a
"v olunteer" who 1s exempt from coverage under the workers'
compensation law. Present law specifically exempts from
coverage only those volunteers who serve in private nonprofit
agencies and federal programs. {Although present law does not
specifically exempt other kinds of volunteers, 1t impl1c1tly
exempts anyone who is not an 11 employee 11 as defined, which
excludes most volunteer arrangements.) The bill exempts from
coverage anyone who is a volunteer, except volunteer workers
for the state, county, city, or other governmental entity. The
bill also provides that a person not rece1v1ng monetary
remuneration for h1s services shall be presumed to be a
volunteer unless there is substantial evidence that valuable
consideration was intended by both the employer and employee.
Section 2. Section 440.021 is amended to conform to the change
made 1n section 5 of the bill which revises the procedure for
the issuance of advisory opinions by the division.

Section 3. In the 1982 rewrite of the Insurance Code, a civil
remedy statute was created authorizing civil actions against an
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insurer for violations of certain unfair insurance practices,
(s. 624.155, Florida Statutes). The bill provides that the new
c1v1l remedy statute does not apply to suits by employees
against workers' compensation carriers. Any remedy to
employees against workers' compensation carriers shall be as
exclusively provided 1n chapter 440.
Section 4. The bill rewrites s. 440.13, the section specifying
the requirements for prov1d1ng medical services to employees.
MaJor changes include the following:
1. Currently medical fees are "limited to such charges as
prevail 1n the same community for similar treatment of injured
persons of like standard of living." A three-member panel
determines a maximum fee schedule for this purpose. There is
currently only one fee schedule applicable statewide. The
current schedule is set at the 66 2/3 percentile of the range
of charges for a particular service, based on dfta submitted to
the panel. The statute is amended to more clearly authorize
current practice by specifying that there must be one statewide
schedule, and that the panel must establish a percentile upon
which a schedule of maximum reimbursement is calculated.
2. Adding an express requirement that medical services to an
employee be "medically necessary" as defined.
3. Adding a requirement that heal th care providers provide the
division with such additional information with respect to the
treatment that the division may reasonably request as part of
its investigation.
4. Providing an express limitation that health care providers
shall be paid solely by the employer/carrier.
5. Adding definitions for ''peer review committee,"
''physician," "health care provider," "medically necessary,•• and
"heal th care facility" for purposes of the entire section.
Section 5. Section 440.15, Florida Statutes, specifies the
method for computing disability benefits. The bill makes the
following changes:
1. Presently wage-loss benefits terminate when the employee
reaches age 65 and becomes eligible for social security
retirement benefits. At age 62, wage-loss benefits are reduced
by the amount of social security retirement benefits received,
not to exceed 50 percent of the employee's wage-loss benefits.
In lieu of these provisions, social security retirement
benefits would be considered primary, and wage-loss benefits
secondary, the sum of the two not to exceed the amount of wage
loss benefits otherwise payable.
2. Presently weekly compensation benefits are reduced by the
amount of social Security disability benefits recieved, to an
amount where the sum of the two benefits does not exceed 80
percent of the employee's average weekly wage. Due to the
application of this offset to "weekly" compensation benefits,
there is no express authorization for offsetting monthly wage
loss benefits. By striking the word "weekly," the bill applies
the Social Security offset to all compensation benefits.
3. The bill provides that temporary partial disability
benefits be treated the same as wage-loss benefits with regard
to reductions in compensation due to receipt of unemployment
compensation.
(Temporary partial disability benefits are
computed the same way as wage-loss benefits, but are paid prior
to maximum medical improvement).
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4. Current law provides for a minimum $20 per week payment of
compensation. Current law also provides that 1£ Social
Security disability benefits are received by the claimant,
compensation benefits shall be reduced so that the sum of both
benefits does not exceed 80% of the employee's average weekly
wage. The bill provides that the $20 minimum compensation
requirement does not ap ply if compensation is reduced due to
receipt of social security disability benefits.
(This changes
current case law.)
Section 6. The bill makes the following changes to section
440.185, relating to reports of injury:
1. The division is currently required to evaluate every claim
for benefits and to issue an advisory opinion to the parties as
to the entitlement to benefits. The advisory opinion is
included in the case file and may be considered by the deputy
commissioner. As proposed, this procedure woul? be less
formalized, so that the division 1 s opinion is not considered by
the parties to be adJudicatory. In particular, the division
would attempt to resolve the claim and review the
controversion promptly and shall communicate the results of any
claims investigation along with its recommendations to the
part1es.
(The repeal of current language is in section 7 of
the bill.)
11

11

2. Increases the time for reporting of an injury by the
employer to the division from 7 days to 10 days, (but maintains
the requirement that the employer report an injury to the
carrier within 7 days.)
3. Presently, neither the division nor the deputy
commissioners are authorized to obtain the medical records of
an employee w ihtout a release.
Section 7. The following changes are made to s. 440.19,
relating to the filing of claims.
1. Current language requiring the division to issue an
advisory opinion when a claim is filed is repealed.
(See
section 5, above, for the alternative procedure.)
2. provides that rehabilitation services are a separate
benefit distinct from medical services for purposes of the
statute of limitations.
3. Case law holds that a claim by a physician against a
carrier for reimbursement is subject to the four-year statute
of limitations for breach of contract rather than the two-year
statute of limitations in chapter 440 applicable to workers'
compensation claimants. The bill provides that claims for
reimbursement by providers of medical benefits be subject to
the two-year statute of limitations in chapter 440.
4. Deletes the requirement that the social security number of
the employer be contained in a compensation claim.
5. Current law requires claims to state specifically the type
and amount of benefits claimed. As proposed, if a timely claim
1s dismissed for lack of specificity, the statute of
limitations would be tol led for sixty days.
Section 8. In 1979, one of the rnaJor reforms of the workers•
compensation law was a significant restriction in parties'
ability to settle or "wash-out 11 a claim with a lump sum
payment. The intent of the present law is expressed in s.
440.20(12) (a) which states, "It is the stated policy for the
administration of the workers 1 compensation system that it 1s
in the best interests of the inJured worker that he receive
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d1sab1lity or wage-loss payments on a periodic basis. 11 Present
law prohibits 1n all cases the payment of a lump sum 1n
exchange for the release of an employer's liability for future
medical expenses. For future disability payments, lump sum
settlements are prohibited until 6 months after the date of
maximum medical improvement has been reached.
The bill would exmpt from the lump sum settlement restrictions
those cases in which the emplyer or carrier has initially filed
a written notice to controvert and has denied that a
compensable accident or injury has occurred, and the deuputy
comm1ss1oner finds a Justiciable controversy as to
compensability. The bill also provides that notwithstanding
the attorney 1 s fee seciton, s. 440.34, the claimant shall be
responsible for payment of his own attorney's fees in a case
settled under this subsection. The new lump sum settlement
provisions are repealed on July 1, 1986.
I,

The bill increases the discount factor from 4 percent to 8
percent for computing the present value of lump sum payments of
compensation.
Current law provides for a 12 percent interest penalty if
compensation 1s not paid when due plus a 10 percent punitive
penalty 1f compensation is not paid within 14 dayp after it
becomes due. As amended, for each of these penalties the
minimum penalty would be five dollars. (For example, if the
12% penalty equaled three dollars, the carrier would be
required to pay five dollars.)
The bill also provides that either a deputy commissioner or
chief commissioner {rather than a deputy commissioner or the
division) be required to approve informally any advance payment
of compensation not in excess of $2,000.
Section 9. The following changes are made to section 440.25,
relating to the procedure with respect to claims:
1. Authorizes the chief commissioner, rather than the
division, to choose the site of venue for injuries occurring
outside the state.
2. Provides that the chief commissioner, rather than the
division, receive reports from deputy commissioners of cases
which are not determined within 30 days of final hearing.
3. Provides that an appellant may be relieved of any necessary
filing fee by filing a verified petition of 1ndigency for
approval as provided in section 57.081(1).
Section 10. The bill authorizes the chief commissioner to
designate the manner in which hearings are recorded and
reported.
Section 11. Presently, deputy commissioners are not authorized
to obtain medical records of a claimant without a release from
the claimant. various sections of the Florida Statutes
authorize "a court of competent jurisdiction 11 to order the
production of medical records upon good cause shown, but deputy
comm1ss1oners, not being Article V Judges, are not covered by
(See Section 6 of this analysis for further
such provisions.
discussion.) The bill provides that an order of a deputy
commissioner shall be considered an order of a court of
competent Jur1sd1ction for the purpose of obtaining medical
records.
Section 12. The bill clarifies that on appeal, the court, in
its discretion, may award an attorney's fee.
{Current law
states that the appellate court may "increase the attorney•s
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fee" which could be interpreted to mean that the court may

increase a fee previously granted at the hearing level.)

Section 13. Presently, carriers are required to offer to
employers a co-insurance policy under which the employer pays
20 percent of benefits up to $2,500 or $5,000. The bill
eliminates the requirement for a written rejection by the
employer and provides that co-insurance shall be made available
at the written request of the employer.
Section 14. Presently,1.f an employee brings a suit against a
third-party tortfeasor for an 1nJury that resulted 1n workers•
compensation being paid, the employer/carrier is entitled to
reimbursement for 100 percent of compensation benefits paid.
The employer/carrier does not share in the cost of t.e
attorney's fees incurred by the claimant. The bill deducts
from the reimbursement to the employer/carrier its pro rata
share of the court costs and attorney's fees in�urred by the
employee. 11 Pro rata share" 1s defined as an amount equal to
the percentage of the judgment which are costs and attorney's
fees. For example, 1f the employer paid $40,000 in
compensation, and the employee obtained a $100,000 judgment
with a $40,000 (40%) attorney's fee, the employer would have
40% deducted from his reimbursement, netting the employer
$24,000. The employee in this example would net $36,000.
Section 15. The bill authorizes the chief commissioner to
recommend that the Governor consider removal of any deputy
commissioner for cause.
Section 16. The bill requires the Division of Workers'
Compensation to establish the minimum qualifications for
rehabilitation service providers and to prepare a directory of
approved providers. Employers and carriers would be required
to use only those providers on the approved list. Certain
exceptions are provided.
The Special Disability Trust Fund provides partial
reimbursement to employer/carriers for compensation paid to an
employee when an injury and a preexisting physical impairment
merge to cause a disability. Presently, if a merger results in
permanent total disability, the Fund reimburses the employer
for compensation in excess of the first 175 weeks of permanent
total compensation. The employer is also reimbursed for 50i of
the first $10,000 of compensation paid for temporary disability
and medical benefits. However, if merger results in permanent
total disability, the employer must pay permanent total
compensation for 175 weeks before being reimbursed for excess
compensation paid for temporary disability and medical
benefits. As amended, upon a determination that merger caused
permanent total compensation, the employer shall be immediately
reimbursed for excess compensation paid for temporary
compensation and medical benefits.
The bill also specifies that with regard to reimbursement from
the Special Disability Trust Fund, rehabilitation services
shall be considered remedial attendance {medical benefits) and
shall be reimbursed in accordance with the formula for remedial
attendance.
Section 17. Section 440.57 allows two or more employers to
form a group self-insurance fund. This section also allows the
plan to provide that each employer member shall be responsible
for the first $100 of medical benefits due to each employee.
The bill provides that the plan may provide that each employer
shall be responsible for up to $500 of medical benefits due to
each employee.
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Section 18. Deletes the definition of "registered mail" which
1s no longer used 1n the chapter. The bill also repeals the
provision that establishes Job qualif1cat1ons for the
industr ial safety consultant hired by the division.
Section 19.
II.

Effective date of October 1, 1983.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:

Those persons over age 65 and receiving social security
retirement benefits would no longer be disqualified from
receiving wage-loss benefits. Social security retirement
benefits would be considered primary and wage-loss benefits
supplemental only, the sum of the two not to exceed the amount
of wage-loss benefits otherwise payable. Therefore, persons
over age 65 could receive wage-loss benefits. �owever, persons
between the age of 62 and 65 and receiving social security
retirement benefits would, in some cases, receive less wage
loss benefits than currently paid, and in no case would they
receive more. Presently, such persons have their wage-loss
benefits reduced by the amount of social security retirement
benefits received, not to exceed SO percent of the employee's
wage-loss benefits. Therefore, such persons receive at least
50 percent of wage-loss benefits plus social security, with the
total amount being equal to or greater than the amount of wage
loss benefits that would have been otherwise payable. Under
the bill, wage-loss benefits are supplemental only, the sum of
the two benefits not to exceed the amount of wage-loss benefits
otherwise payable.
The National Council on Compensation Insurance estimates that
the total amount of wage-loss benefits paid would increase in
the aggregate due to this change, which could increase workers'
compensation rates by approximately 3 percent.
The National Council on Compensation Insurance has estimated
that the new lump sum sett lement provisions could increase
overall compensation costs by 10 percent due to increased
attorney involvement, over-compensation of minor injuries,
determ1nat1on of wage loss prior to rehabilitation, and
compensation based on subjective criteria.
B.

Government:
No substantial impact.

III.

COMMENTS:
None.

IV.
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I.

SUMMARY AND PURPOSE

If an employee incurs an employment-related injury or
d1sPase, the employer must pay compensation to the employee as
required by the Workers' Compensation Act, chapter 440, Florida
Statutes. Chapter 440, Florida Statutes, underwent a ma Jor
revision in 1979. The two maJor categories of changes were the
adoption of a wage loss system of determining disability benefits
and an increase in the administrative responsibilities of the
Division of Workers' Compensation.
An advisory committee on workers' compensation was
appointed by the Speaker of the House of Representatives. The
committee met three times 1n January, 1983, and its final
recommen�ations were presented on March 8, 1983. This bill
represents the recommendations of the advisory committee, as
amenCed by the Legislature.
II.

CURRENT LAW AND EFFECT OF CHANGES

For ease of unOerstanding, a section by section analysis
of the bill follows:
Section 1. The bill specifies that persons are not
covered under the workers' compPnsation law if they are
performing labor under a court ordered work program for
conv1ct1on of dr1v1ng und�r the influence of controlled
substances as provide<l in s. 316.193, F.S.

Wy111 T Mm1n St11! Director
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The bill also substantially revises the definition of a
"volunteer" who is exempt from coverage under the workers'
compensation law. Present law specifically exempts from coverage
only those volunteers who serve in private nonprofit agencies and
(Although present law does not specifically
federal programs.
exempt other kinds of volunteers, 1t 1mplic1tly exempts anyone
who is not an "employee" as defined, which excludes most
volunteer arrangem�nts.) The bill exempts from coverage anyone
who is a volunteer, except volunteer workers for the state, or a
county, city, or other governmental entity. The bill also
provides that a person not receiving monetary remuneration for
his services shall be presumed to be a volunteer unless there is
substantial evidence that valuable consideration was intended by
both the employer and employee.
The bill also includes within the definition of "self1nsurer" a public utility that assumes the liab1litYJ of
contractors or subcontractors pursuant to s. 440,571. Section
440.571 1s created by section 19 of this bill. S@e section 19 of
this analysis for further discussion.
Section 2. Section 440.021 is amended to conform to the
change made 1n section 6 of the bill which revises the procedure
for the issuance of advisory opinions by the division.
Section 3. In the 1982 rewrite of the Insurance Code, a
civil remedy statute was created authorizing civil actions
against an insurer for violations of certain unfair insurance
practices, (s. 614.155, Flor1�a Statutes). The bill provides
that the n�w civil remedy statute does not apply to suits by
employees against work�rs' compensation carriers. Any remedy to
employees against workers' compensation carriers shall be as
exclusively provided in chapter 440.
Section 4. The bill rewrites s. 440.13, the section
specifying the requirements for providing medical services to
employees. MaJor changes include the following:
1. Currently, medical fees are "limited to such charges
as prevail in the same community for similar treatment of inJured
persons of like standard of living." A three-member panel
determines a maximum fee schedule for this purpose. There is
currently only one fee schedule applicable statewide. The
schedule is set at the 66 2/3 percentile of the range of charges
for a particular service, based on data submitted tq 'the panel.
The statute is amended to more clearly authorize current practice
by specifying that there must be one statewide schedule, and that
the pa�el must establish a percentile upon which a schedule of
maximum reimbursement is calculated.
2. The membership of the medical fee schedule panel is
changed, removing the Secretary of Labor and Employment Security
and the state medical consultant of the Division of Workers'
Compensation, ard replacing these two members with two pPrsons
appointed by the Governor, one representing employers and one
representing employees. The Insurance Commissioner remains on
the panel.
3. An express requirement that medical services to an
employee be "medically necessary 11 as defined.
4. A requirement that health care providers provide the
division with such additional information with respect to the
treatment that the division may reasonably request as part of its
invest1gat1on.
5. An express limitation that health care providers shall
be paid solely by the employer/carrier.
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6. Definitions for "peer review committee," "physician,"
"health care provider," "medically necessary," and "health care
facility" for purposes of the entire section.
Section 5. Section 440.15, Florida Statutes, specifies
the method for computing disability benefits. The bill makes the
following changes:
1. Presently wage-loss benefits terminate when the
employee reaches age 65 and becomes eligible for social security
retirement benefits. At age 62, wage-loss benefits are reduced
by the amount of social security retirement benefits received,
not to exceed 50 percent of the employee's wage-loss benefits.
In lieu of these provisions, social security retirement benefits
would be considered primary, and wage-loss benefits secondary,
the sum of the �wo not to exceed the amount of wage-loss benefits
otherwise payable.
2. For purposes of obtaining either wage-loss benefits or
temporary partial disability benefits, the bill places the burd�n
on the employee to show that his inability to obtain employment
or to earn as much as he earned at the time of his accident is
due to physical limitation related to his accident and not
because of economic conditions or the unavailability of
employment.
3. The bill provides that temporary partial disability
b�nefits be treated the same as wage-loss benefits with regard to
reductions in compensation due to receipt of unemployment
compensation. (Temporary partial disability benefits are
computed the same way as wage-loss benefits, but are paid prior
to maximum medical improvement.)
4. Current law provides for a minimum $20 per week
payment of compensation. Current law also provides that if
Social Security disability benefits are received by the cla1mant,
compensation benefits shall be reduced so that the sum of both
benefits does not exceed 801 of the employee's average weekly
wage. The bill provides that the $20 minimum compensation
requirement does not apply if compensation is reduced due to
(This changes
receipt of social security disability benefits.
current case law.)
Section 6. The bill makes the following changes to s.
440.185, relating to reports of injury:
1. The division is currently required to evaluate every
claim for benefits and to 1ssue an advisory opinion to the
parties as to the entitlement to benefits. The advisory opinion
is included in the case file and may be considered by the deputy
commissioner. As proposed, this procedure would be less
formalized, so that the division's opinion is not considered by
the parties to be adJud1catory. In particular, the division
would "attempt to resolve the claim and review the controversion
promptly and shall communicate the results of any claims
investigation along with its recommendations to the parties."
(The repeal of current language is in section 7 of the bill.)
2. It increases the time for reporting of an injury by
the employrr to the division from 7 days to 10 days, (but
maintains the requirement that the employer report an inJury to
the carrier within 7 Cays).
3. Presently, neither the div1sion nor the deputy
commissioners are authorized to obtain the medical records of an
employee without a release. The bill authorizes the division to
provide by rule for the obtaining of any medical records relating
to medical treatment provided pursuant to this chapter. This
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authority would be provided to the division notwithstanding the
provisions of s. 90.503 (the psychotherapist-patient privilege in
the Evidence Code), s. 395.017(3) (provides that hospital patient
records are privileged, except upon order of a court of competent
Jurisdiction for good cause shown) and s. 396.112 (provides that
records of alcoholic treatm�nt are privileged except upon court
order for good cause shown). (The authorization for deputy
commissioners to obtain medical records is addressed 1n Section
10 of this bill.)
Section 7. The following changes are made to s. 440.19,
relating to the filing of claims.

1. Current language requiring the division to issue an
?dvisory opinion when a claim is filed is repealed. (See section
6, above, for the alternative procedure.)

2. Provides that rehabilitation services ard a separate
b�nefit distinct from medical services for purposes of the
statute of limitations.

3. Case law holds that a claim by a phys1c1an against a
carrier for reimbursement is subject to the four-year statute of
l1m1tations for breach of contract rather than the two-year
statute of limitations 1n chapter 440 applicable to workers'
compensation claimants. The bill provides that claims for
reimbursement by providers of medical benefits be subJect to the
two-year statute of limitations 1n chapter 440.
4. Deletes the requirement that the social security
number of the employer be contained in a compensation claim.

5. Current law requires claims to state specifically the
type and amount of benefits claimed. As amended, if a timely
claim 1s dismissed for lack of specificity, the statute of
limitations would be tolled for sixty days.
Section 8. In 1979, one of the major reforms of the
workers 1 compensation law was a significant restriction in
parties' ability to settle or "wash-out" a claim with a lump sum
payment. The intent of the present law is expressed 1n s.
440.20(12) (a) which states, "It is the stated policy for the
administration of the work�rs' compensation system that is 1n the
best interests of the inJured worker that he receive d1sabil1ty
or wage-loss payments on a periodic basis." Present 'law
prohibits in all cases the payment of a lump sum in exchange for
the release of an employer's liability for future medical
expenses. For future disability payments, lump sum settlements
are prohibited until 6 months after the date of maximum medical
improvement has beep reached.
The bill would except from the lump sum settlement
restrictions cases in which the employer or carriPr has in1t1ally
filed a written notice to controvert and denied that a
compensable accident or injury has occurred and the deputy
commissioner finds a justiciable controversy as to
compensability. The bill also provides that notwithstanding the
attorney's fee section, s. 440.34, the claimant shall be
responsible for payment of his own attorney's fees in a case
settled under this subsection. The new lump sum settlement
provisions are repealed on July l, 1986.
The bill increases the discount factor from 4 percent to 8
percent for computing the present value of lump sum payments of
compensation.
Current law provides for a 12i interest penalty if
compensation is not paid when due plus a 10\ punitive penalty if
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compensation is not paid within 14 days after it becomes due. As
amended, for each of t hese penalties the minimum penalty would be
(For example, if the 12\ penalty equaled three
five dollars.
dollars, the carrier would be required to pay five dollars.)
The bill also provides that either a deputy commissioner
or the chief commissioner (rather than a deputy commissionPr or
the division} be required to approve informally any advance
payment of compensation not in excess of $2,000.
The bill limits the amount of an advance payment in any 48
month period to $7500 or 26 weeks of benefits, whichever is
greater.
Section 9. The following changes are made to s. 440.25,
relating to the procedure in respect to claims:
1. Authorizes the chief commissioner, rather' than the
division, to choose the venue for injuries occurring outside the
state.
2. Provides that the chief commissioner, rather than the
division, receive reports from deputy commissioners of cases
which are not determined within 30 days of final hearing.
3. Provides that an appellant may be relieved of any
necessary filing fee by filing a verified petition of indigency
for approval as provided in s. 57.081(1).
Section 10. The bill authorizes the chief commissioner to
designate the rnaPner in which hearings are recorded and reported.
Section 11. Presently, deputy commissioners are not
authorized to obtain medical records of a claimant without a
release from the claimant. Various sections of the Florida
Statutes authorize "a court of competent Jurisdiction" to order
the production of medical records upon good cause shown but
deputy commissioners, not being Article V judges, are not covered
by such provisions.
(See Section 6 of this analysis for further
discussion.) The bill provides that an order of a deputy
commissioner shall be considered an order of a court of competent
Jurisdiction for the purpose of obtaining medical records.
Section 12. The bill clarifies that on appeal, the court,
in its discretion, may award an attorney's fee.
(C�rrent law
states that the appellate court may "increase the attorney's fee"
which could be 1nterpretPd to mean that the court may increase a
fee previously granted at the hearing level.)
The bill also provides that if a deputy commissioner
awards attorneys fees to the claimant based on a finding that the
carrier acted in bad faith in handling the claim, the deputy
commissioner must issue a separate order which expressly states
the specific findings of fact upon which the determination of bad
faith is based.
Section 13. Presently, carriers are required to offer to
employers a co-insurance policy under which the employer pays 20
percent of benefits up to $2,500 or $5,000. The bill eliminates
the requirement for a written rejection by the employer and
provides that co-insurance shall be made available at the written
request of the employer.
Section 14. Section 440.38(1) is amended to authorize an
employer to secure the payment of workers' compensation by
entering into a contract with an approved public utility self
insured program under s. 440.571. Rulemaking authority is
provided to the division for this purpose. Section 440.571 is
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created by section 19 of this bill.
analysis for further discussion.

See section 19 of this

Section 15. Presently, if an employee brings a suit
against a third-party tortfeasor for an injury that resulted in
workers' compensation being paid, the employer/carrier is
entitled to reimbursement for 100 percent of compensation
benefits paid. The employer/carrier does not share in the cost
of the attorney's fees incurr�d by the claimant. The bill
deducts from the reimbursement to the employer/carrier its pro
rata share of the court costs and attorney's fees incurred by the
employee. "Pro rata share" is defined as an amount equal to the
percentage of the judgment which are costs and attorney's fees.
For example, if the employer paid $40,000 in compensation, and
the employee obtained a $100,000 judgment with a $40,000 (�01)
attorney's fee, the employer would have 401 deducted from his
reimbursement, netting the employer $24,000. The e�ployee in
this example would net $36,000.
Section 16. The bill authorizes the chief commissioner to
recommend that the Governor consider removal of any deputy
commissioner for cause.
Section 17. The bill requires the Division of Workers'
Compensation to establish the minimum qualifications for
rehab1l1tat1on service providers and to prepare a directory of
approved providers. Employers and carriers would be required to
use only those providers on the approved list. Certain
exceptions are provided.
The Special Disability Trust Fund provides partial
reimbursement to employer/carriers for compensation paid to an
employee when an inJury and a preexisting physical impairment
merge to cause a disability. Presently, if a merger results in
permanent total disability, the Fund reimburses the employPr for
compensation in excess of the first 175 weeks of permanent total
compensation. The employ?r is also reimbursed for 501 of the
first $10,000 of compensation paid for temporary disability and
medical benefits. However, if merger results in permanent total
disability, the employer must pay permanent total compensation
for 175 weeks before being reimbursed for excess compensation
paid for temporary disability and medical benefits. As amended,
upon a determination that merger caused permanent total
compensation, the employer shall be immediately reimbursed for
excess compensation paid for temporary compensation 1 and medical
benefits.
The bill also specifies that with regard to reimbursement
from the Special Disability Trust Fund, rehabilitation services
shall be considered remedial attendance (medical benefits) and
shall be reimbursed in accordance with the formula for remedial
attendance.
Section 18. Section 440.57 allows two or more employers
to form a group self-insurance fund. This section also allows
the plan to provide that each employer member shall be
responsible for the first $100 of medical benefits due to each
employee. The bill provides that the plan may provide that each
employer shall be responsible for up to $500 of medical benefits
due to each employee.
Section 19. Section 440.571 is created to authorize
public utilities to assume by contract the workers' compensation
liability of contractors and subcontractors employed by or on
behalf of the utility when performing work on or adJacent to
prop@rty owned or used by the public utility. Such arrangements
have been approved in the past, but since there was no clear
statutory authority the division has recently rescinded its
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approval. The bill would clearly authorize public utility
assumption of contractors' workers' compensation liability.
Section 20. Deletes the definition of ''registered mail"
which is no longer used in the chapter. The bill also repeals
the provision that establishes Job qualifications for the
industrial safety consultant hired by the division.
Section 21.
III.

Effective date upon becoming law.

ECONOMIC IMPACT
A.

PRIVATE SECTOR CONSIDERATIONS

Those persons over age 65 and rPceiving social security
retirement benefits would no longer be disqualified from
receiving wage-loss benefits. S ocial security ret1�ement
benefits would be considered primary and wage-loss benefits
supplemental only, the sum of the two not to exceed the amount of
wage-loss benefits otherwise payable. Therefore, persons over
age 65 could receive wage-loss benefits. However, persons
bPtween the age of 62 and 65 and receiving social security
retirement benefits would, in some cases, receive less wage-loss
benefits than currently paid, and in no case would they receive
more. Presently, such persons have their wage-loss benefits
reduced by the amount of social security retirement benefits
received, not to exceed 50 percent of the employee's wage-loss
benefits. Therefore, such persons receive at least 50 percent of
wage-loss benefits plus social security, with the total amount
being equal to or greater than the amount of wage-loss benefits
that would have been otherwise payable. Under the bill, wage
loss benefits are supplemental only, the sum of the two benefits
not to exceed the amount of wage-loss benefits otherwise payable.
The National Council on Compensation Insurance estimates
that the total amount of wage-loss benefits paid would increase
in the aggregate due to this change, which could increase
workers' compensation rates by approximately 3 percent.
The National Council on Compensation Insurance has
estimated that the new lump sum settlement provisions could
increase overall compensation costs by 10 percent due to
increased attorney involvement, over-compensation of minor
injuries, determination of wage loss prior to rehabilitation, and
''
compensation based on subjective criteria.
B.

PUBLIC SECTOR CONSIDERATIONS

No substantial impact.
IV.

v.

COMMENTS
LEGISLATIVE HISTORY
A.

ENACTED BILL

House Bill 1277 began as PCB 83-24 which was the proposed
bill recommended by the Advisory Committee on Workers'
Compensation appointed by the Speaker of the House of
Representatives. The Advisory Committee had thrPe substantive
meetings on January 7, 14, and 21, 1983.
PCB 83-24 was heard by the Subcommittee on Property and
Casualty Insurance of the CommPrce Committee on April 11 and 12,
1983. Twenty-two amendments were adopted in subcommittee. Major
issues concerned municipal pension plan offsets, attorney's fees
in third-party suits, lump-sum settlements, and division approval
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of rehabilitation providers. The subcommittee amendments were
engrossed into the bill as PCB 83-24 Second Draft.

On April 19 and 26, 1983 the full Commerce Committee heard
PCB 83-24. Seven amendments were adopted. As in subcommittee,
the maJor areas of concern were municipal pension plan offsets,
lump-sum settlements, and div1s1on approval of rehabilitation
providers. The bill was approved, as amended, and introduced as
HB 1277.
HB 1277 was referred to the Appropr1at1ons Committee which
reported the bill favorably on May 19, 1983. The bill was then
placed on the Calendar.

On May 30, 1983, HB 1277 was read for the second time and
amended, The one amendment struck the language in the bill that
provided for an offset from workers• compensation b9sed on social
security disability benefits.
{The amendment was intended to
maintain present law by striking language in the bill. However,
the amendment was incorrectly engrossed so as to strike from
present law the offset provisions.) House B111 1277 was then
passed by the House, as amended, 116-0 (HJ 784).

The Senate referred HB 1277 to the Commerce Committee
which heard the bill on June 2, 1983. Sixteen amendments were
adopted. One maJor issue was the placement of the burden on the
employee to show that his inability to obtain employment is due
to physical limitation and not due to economic conditions. Other
1mportant amendments included a requirement that deputy
commiss1oners make a specific finding as to bad faith if a bad
faith attorney's fee is awarded; a limitation on advance
payments; and reinserting soc1al security offset provisions
1nadvertantly str1ken by the House amendment. The bill was then
placed on the CalPnOar and passed with all of the Commerce
Comm1ttee amendments, 36-0 (SJ 752).
The House concurred in all of the Senate amendments and
passed HB 1277, 105-9 (HJ 1146).
HB 1277 was presented to the Governor on June 15, 1983.

B,

DISPOSITION OF COMPANION

There was no Senate companion.
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B.

Present Situation:

If an employee incurs an employment-related injury or disease,
the employer must pay compensation to the employee as required
by the Workers' Compensation Act, chapter 440, Florida
Statutes. Chapter 440, Florida Statutes, underwent a maJor
revision in 1979. The two major categories of changes were the
adoption of a wage loss system of determining disability
benefits and an increase in the administrative responsibilities
of the Division of Workers' Compensation.
Effect of Proposed Changes:

For ease of understanding a section by section analysis of the
bill follows:

Section 1. The bill specifies that persons are not covered
under the workers' compensation law if they are performing
labor under a court-ordered work program for conviction of
driving under the influence of controlled substances as
provided in section 316.193, Florida Statutes.

The bill also substantially revises the definition of a
''volunteer" who is exempt from coverage under the workers'
compensation law. Present law specifically exempts from
coverage only those volunteers who serve in private nonprofit
agencies and federal programs. (Al though present law does not
specifically exempt other kinds of volunteers, it implicitly
exempts anyone who is not an '1 employee" as defined, which
excludes most volunteer arrangements.) The bill exempts from
coverage anyone who is a volunteer, except volunteer workers
for the state, county, city, or other governmental entity. The
bill also provides that a person not receiving monetary
remuneration for his services shall be presumed to be a
volunteer unless there is substantial evidence that valuable
consideration was intended by both the employer and employee.

The definition of "self-insurer" is amended by the bill to
include public utilities which assume by contract the
liabilities of contractors or subcontractors pursuant to s.
440.571.

Section 2. Section 440.021 is amended to conform to the change
made in section 6 of the bill which revises the procedure for
the issuance of advisory opinions by the division.

Section 3. In the 1982 rewrite of the Insurance Code, a civil
remedy statute was created authorizing civil actions against an
insurer for violations of certain unfair insurance practices,
(s. 624.155, Florida Statutes). The bill provides that the new
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civil remedy statute does not apply to suits by employees
against workers' compensation carriers. Any remedy to
employees against workers' compensation carriers shall be as
exclusively provided in chapter 440.
Section 4. The bill ;ewrites s. 440.13, the section specifying
the requirements for providing medical services to employees.
MaJor changes include the following:
1. Currently medical fees are "limited to such charges as
prevail in the same community for similar treatment of injured
persons of like standard of living." A three-member panel
determines a maximum fee schedule for this purpose. There is
currently only one fee schedule applicable statewide. The
current schedule is set at the 66 2/3 percentile of the range
of charges for a particular service, based on data submitted to
the panel. The statute is amended to more clearly authorize
current practice by specifying that there mu�t be one statewide
schedule, and that the panel must establish a percentile upon
which a schedule of maximum reimbursement is calculated.The
bill also changes the membership of the panel which sets the
fee schedule. Currently, the panel is composed of the
Insurance Commissioner, the Secretary of Labor and Employment
Security, and the state medical consultant of the Division of
Workers' Compensation. As proposed, the panel will consist of
the Insurance Commissioner and two members to be appointed by
the Governor, one representing employees, and one representing
employers.
2. Adding an express requirement that medical services to an
employee be "medically necessary" as defined.
3. Adding a requirement that health care providers provide the
division with such additional information with respect to the
treatment that the division may reasonably request as part of
its investigation.
4. Providing an express limitation that health care providers
shall be paid solely by the employer/carrier.
5. Adding definitions for "peer review committee,"
"physician,'' "health care provider," ''medically necessary,'' and
"health care facility'' for purposes of the entire section.
Section 5. Section 440.15, Florida Statutes, specifies the
method for computing disability benefits. The bill makes the
following changes:
1. Florida law provides for wage-loss benefits to be paid to
injured workers who return to work following an 1nJury and who
receive less compensation than they did prior to their injury
(s. 440.15(3), Florida Statutes. Under this law, a worker is
paid 95 percent of the difference between 85 percent of his or
her average weekly wage earned after the injury. This is
intended to encourage inJured workers to return to work
following their inuJuries� benefits are based upon the actual
loss that a worker suffers from his or her job-related injury.
In Regency Inn v. Johnson, 7FLW 1285, 7 FLW 2049, 7FLW 2507
Fla. {1st DCA 1982), the First District Court of Appeal held
that an inJured worker who was unable to return to work because
there were no jobs available was entitled to wage-loss
benefits.
A similar issue has developed with respect to temporary partial
disability benefits. These benefits are payable to a worker
who is able to return to limited work and whose condition is
susceptible of improving. In Holiday Care Center v. Scriven,
418 So.2d 322 {Fla. 1st DCA 1982), the court held that a worker
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who is released by a doctor to return to work and who 1s unable
to find work is entitled to temporary partial wage-loss
benefits. This is a Judicial creation which 1s not provided
for 1n the workers 1 compensation law. Prior to this decision,
an employer/carrier could stop making benefit payments at the
time the worker is released from his or her doctor to return to
work.
The bill addresses both of these issues by requiring the
inJured worker to show that his inability to find work is due
to his injury and not because of poor economic conditions or
the unavailability of employment.
2. Presently wage-loss benefits terminate when the employee
reaches age 65 and becomes el1g1ble for social security
retirement benefits. At age 62, wage-loss benefits are reduced
by the amount of social security retirement benefits received,
not to exceed 50 percent of the employee's w�ge-loss benefits.
In lieu of these provisions, social security retirement
benefits would be considered primary, and wage-loss benefits
secondary, the sum of the two not to exceed the amount of wage
loss benefits otherwise payable.
3. The bill provides that temporary partial disability
benefits be treated the same as wage-loss benefits with regard
to reductions in compensation due to receipt of unemployment
(Temporary partial disability benefits are
compensation.
computed the same way as wage-loss benefits, but are paid prior
to maximum medical improvement).
4. Current law provides for a minimum $20 per week payment of
compensation. Current law also provides that if Social
Security disability benefits are received by the claimant,
compensation benefits shall be reduced so that the sum of both
benef�ts does not exceed 80\ of the employee's average weekly
wage. The bill provides that the $20 minimum compensation
requirement does not apply if compensation is reduced due to
(This changes
receipt of social security disability benefits.
current case law.)
Section 6. The bill makes the following changes to section
440.185, relating to reports of injury:
1. The division is currently required to evaluate every claim
for benefits and to issue an advisory opinion to the parties as
to the entitlement to benefits. The advisory opinion is
included in the case file and may be considered by the deputy
commissioner. As proposed, this procedure would be less
formalized, so that the division's opinion is not considered by
the parties to be adjudicatory. In particular, the division
would "attempt to resolve the claim and review the
controversion promptly and shall communicate the results of any
claims investigation along with its recommendations to the
parties.''
(The repeal of current language is in section 7 of
the bill.)
2. Increases the time for reporting of an injury by the
employer to the division from 7 days to 10 days, (but maintains
the requirement that the employer report an injury to the
carrier within 7 days.)
3. Presently, neither the division nor the deputy
commissioners are authorized to obtain the medical records of
an employee wihtout a release.
Section 7. The following changes are made to s. 440.19,
relating to the filing of claims.
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1. Current language requ1r1ng the d1v1s1on to issue an
(See
advisory opinion when a claim 1s filed 1s repeal ed.
section 5, above, for the alternative procedure.)
2. provides that rehabilitation services are a separate
benefit distinct from medical services for purposes of the
statute of limitations.
3. Case law holds that a claim by a physician against a
carrier for reimbursement is subject to the four-year statute
of limitations for breach of contract rather than the two-year
statute of limitations 1n chapter 440 applicable to workers'
compensation claimants. The bill provides that claims for
reimbursement by providers of medical benefits be subject to
the two-year statute of limitations in chapter 440.
4. Deletes the requirement that the social security number of
the employer be contained in a compensation claim.
S. Current law requires claims to state specifically the type
and amount of benefits claimed. As proposed, if a timely claim
is dismissed for lack of specificity, the statute of
limitations would be tolled for sixty days.
Section 8. In 1979, one of the rnaJor reforms of the workers 1
compensation law was a s1gn1ficant restriction in parties'
ability to settle or 11 wash-out 11 a claim with a lump sum
payment. The intent of the present law 1s expressed in s.
440. 20 (12) (a) which states, "It is the stated policy for the
administration of the workers' compensation system that 1t is
in the best interests of the injured worker that he receive
disability or wage-loss payments on a periodic basis." Present
law prohibits in al l cases the payment of a lump sum in
exchange for the release of an employer's liability for future
medical expenses. For future disability payments, lump sum
settlements are prohibited until 6 months after the date of
maximum medical improvement has been reached.
The bil l would exempt from the lump sum settlement restrictions
those cases in which the employer or carrier has inittally
filed a written notice to controvert and has denied that a
compensable accident or inJury has occurred, and the deputy
commissioner finds a justiciable controversy as to
compensability. The bil l al so provides that notwithstanding
the attorney's fee seciton, s. 440.34, the claimant shall be
responsible for payment of his own attorney's fees in a case
settled under this subsection. The new lump sum settlement
provisions are repealed on July 1, 1986.
The bill increases the discount factor from 4 percent to 8
percent for computing the present value of lump sum payments of
compensation.
Current law provides for a 12 percent interest penalty if
compensation is not paid when due plus a 10 percent punitive
penalty if compensation is not paid within 14 days after it
becomes due. As amended, for each of these penalties the
minimum penalty would be five dollars.
(For example, if the
12% penalty equaled three dollars, the carrier would be
required to pay five dollars.)
The bill also provides that either a deputy commissioner or
chief commissioner (rather than a deputy comm issioner or the
division) be required to approve informally any advance payment
of compensation not in excess of $2,000.
Section 9. The following changes are made to section 440.25,
relating to the procedure with respect to claims:
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1. Authorizes the chief comm1ss1oner, rather than the
d1vis1on, to choose the site of venue for inJuries occurring
outside the state.
2. Provides that the chief commissioner, rather than the
division, receive reports from deputy comm1ss1oners of cases
which are not determined within 30 days of final hearing.
3. Provides that an appellant may be relieved of any necessary
filing fee by f1l1ng a verified petition of indigency for
approval as provided in section 57.081(1).
Section 10. The bill authorizes the chief commissioner to
designate the manner 1n which hearings are recorded and
reported.
Section 11. Presently, deputy commissioners are not authorized
to obtain medical records of a claimant without a release from
the claimant. Various sections of the FloridaJStatutes
authorize "a court of competent Jurisdiction" to order the
production of medical records upon good cause shown, but deputy
commissioners, not being Article V judges, are not covered by
(See Section 6 of this analysis for further
such provisions.
discussion.) The bill provides that an order of a deputy
commissioner shall be considered an order of a court of
competent jurisdiction for the purpose of obtaining medical
records.
Section 12. Current law does not allow the claimant to recover
his or her attorney's fee from the employer/carrier, with
certain limited exceptions (s. 440.34, F.S.). Attorney 1 s fees
may be awarded if the carrier has acted in "bad faith". The
statute defines bad faith as conduct by the carrier in the
handling of a claim which amounts to fraud, malice, oppression,
or willful, wanton, or reckless disregard of the rights of the
claimant. The statute further provides that any finding of bad
faith must be made by the deputy commissioner 1n a separate
fact-finding proceeding.
'T'he courts have interpreted "bad faith'' to include situations
in which the carrier disapproves or rejects a claim because of
technical matters. Also, deputy commissioners have awarded bad
faith attorney's fees without holding a separate hearing on the
matter and in some cases, fees have been awarded even though
the issue was not discussed before the deputy commissioner.
The First District Court of Appeal has per curiam affirmed
these awards; a per curiam decision is not appealable to the
Supreme Court.
This bill addresses this issue by requiring the deputy
commissioner to issue a separate order, specifying the facts
upon which any determination of "bad faith" is based.
The bill also clarifies that on appeal, the court, 1n its
discretion, may award an attorney 1 s fee.
(Current law states
that the appellate court may "increase the attorney's fee"
which could be interpreted to mean that the court may increase
a fee previously granted at the hearing level.)
Section 13. Presently, carriers are required to offer to
employers a co-insurance policy under which the employer pays
20 percent of benefits up to $2,500 or $5,000. The bill
eliminates the requirement for a written reJection by the
employer and provides that co-insurance shall be made available
at the written request of the employer.
Section 14. The bill authorizes certain employers to secure
payment of compensation by entering into contracts with a self
insured public utility.
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Section 15. Presently,if an employee brings a suit against a
third-party tortfeasor for an injury that resulted in workers 1
compensation being paid, the employer/carrier is entitled to
reimbursement for 100 percent of compensation benefits paid.
The employer/carrier does not share in the cost of the
attorney's fees incurred by the claimant. The bill deducts
from the reimbursement to the employer/carrier its pro rata
share of the court costs and attorney's fees incurred by the
employee. "Pro rata share 11 is defined as an amount equal to
the percentage of the Judgment which are costs and attorney's
fees. For example, if the employer paid $40,000 in
compensation, and the employee obtained a $100,000 judgment
with a $40,000 (40\) attorney's fee, the employer would have
40% deducted from his reimbursement, netting the employer
$24,000. The employee in this example would net $36,000.
Section 16. The bill authorizes the chief commissioner to
recommend that the Governor consider removal 1 of any deputy
commissioner for cause.
Section 17. The bill requires the Division of Workers 1
Compensation to establish the minimum qualifications for
rehabilitation service providers and to prepare a directory of
approved providers. Employers and carriers would be required
to use only those providers on the approved list. Certain
exceptions are provided.
The Special Disability Trust Fund provides partial
reimbursement to employer/carriers for compensation paid to an
employee when an inJury and a preexisting physical impairment
merge to cause a disability. Presently, if a merger results in
permanent total disability, the Fund reimburses the employer
for compensation in excess of the first 175 weeks of permanent
total compensation. The employer is also reimbursed for SOI of
the first $10,000 of compensation paid for temporary disability
and medical benefits. However, if merger results in permanent
total disability, the employer must pay permanent total
compensation for 175 weeks before being reimbursed for excess
compensation paid for temporary disability and medical
benefits. As amended, upon a determination that merger caused
permanent total compensation, the employer shall be immediately
reimbursed for excess compensation paid for temporary
compensation and medical benefits.
The bill also specifies that with regard to reimbursement from
the Special Disability Trust Fund, rehabilitation services
shall be considered remedial attendance (medical benefits) and
shall be reimbursed in accordance with the formula for remedial
attendance.
Section 18. Section 440.57 allows two or more employers to
form a group self-insurance fund. This section also allows the
plan to provide that each employer member shall be responsible
for the first $100 of medical benefits due to each employee.
The bill provides that the plan may provide that each employer
shall be responsible for up to $500 of medical benefits due to
each employee.
Section 19. This section allows self-insured public utilities
to assume by contract the liabilities of contractors and
subcontractors employed by the public utility.
Section 20. Deletes the definition of 11 registered mail" which
is no longer used in the chapter. The bill also repeals the
provision that establishes job qualifications for the
industrial safety consultant hired by the division.
Section 21.

Effective date of October 1, 1983.
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ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:

A.

Public:
InJured workers will now have the burden of showing that his or
her inability to find work is due to a comparable injury and
not because of poor economic conditions. The fiscal impact of
this change will depend upon the economic conditions at a given
time.
Those persons over age 65 and receiving social security
retirement benefits would no longer be disqualified from
receiving wage-loss benefits. Social security retirement
benefits would be considered primary and wage-loss benefits
supplemental only, the sum of the two not to exceed the amount
of wage-loss benefits otherwise payable. Therefore, persons
over age 65 could receive wage-loss benefits. However, persons
between the age of 62 and 65 and receiving S$cial security
retirement benefits would, in some cases, receive less wage
loss benefits than currently paid, and in no case would they
receive more. Presently, such persons have their wage-loss
benefits reduced by the amount of social security retirement
benefits received, not to exceed 50 percent of the employee's
wage-loss benefits. Therefore, such persons receive at least
50 percent of wage-loss benefits plus social security, with the
total amount being equal to or greater than the amount of wage
loss benefits that would have been otherwise payable. Under
the bill, wage-loss benefits are supplemental only, the sum of
the two benefits not to exceed the amount of wage-loss benefits
otherwise payable.
The National Council on Compensation Insurance estimates that
the total amount of wage-loss benefits paid would increase in
the aggregate due to this change, which could increase workers'
compensation rates by approximately 3 percent.
Requiring the aeputy commissioner to issue a separate order in
cases in which "bad faith" attorney's fees are awarded may
decrease the number of cases in which such awards are made. An
industry spokesman stated that approximately $231,775 in "bad
faith" attorney's fees have been awarded since 1980.
The National Council on Compensation Insurance has estimated
that the new lump sum settlement provisions could increase
overall compensation costs by 10 percent due to increased
attorney involvement, over-compensation of minor inJuries,
determination of wage loss prior to rehabilitation, and
compensation based on subjective criteria.

B.

Government:
No substantial impact.

III.

COMMENTS:

None.
IV.

AMENDMENTS:

